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Design and Implementation of a 200 mm 3C-SiC Reactor 
Christopher L. Frewin 
ABSTRACT
 
Silicon carbide, SiC, is a semiconductor material which has many diverse uses in 
many of today’s leading technologies.  The wide band-gap aspect of the material has 
been utilized to create power and high frequency electronics, its physical hardness 
enables its use for MEMS devices, and the biological compatibility make perfect for 
utilization in medical applications.  SiC is not a chemical compound normally found in 
nature and must be artificially generated.  One of the methods used for the creation of 
single crystal, high quality SiC material is provided through the use of a chemical vapor 
deposition reactor.  The University of South Florida currently has a horizontal hot-wall 
LPCVD reactor used by Dr. S. E. Saddow and his group to grow epitaxial SiC material 
for research grants by ONR and ARL.   
These agencies have commissioned the construction of a second LPCVD reactor 
for the primary purpose of growing 3C-SiC, a specific SiC crystal polytype, and this 
work describes the fabrication of the new reactor, MF2.  This reactor was designed using 
the first reactor, MF1, as a template, but the design was modified to better facilitate single 
crystalline growth.  The environment of the reactor is a very important consideration for 
crystal growth, and slight variations can cause critical defect incorporation into the 
crystal lattice.  Many conditioning runs were required to facilitate the epitaxial growth of 
 ix
the different polytypes of SiC, and constant switching of the primary hot-zone required 
for the growth of hexagonal 4H-SiC and 6H-SiC to the hot zone required for 3C-SiC 
consumed precious resources and time.  The new reactor uses a single primary control to 
monitor the three most important environmental concerns; hot-zone temperature, gaseous 
flow, and chamber pressure.  The new reactor has been designed to use 100 mm Si 
substrates instead of the 50mm Si substrate size currently in use by MF1.  The 
construction, testing, and 3C-SiC epitaxial growth on Si substrate capability of a 200 mm 
3C-SiC hot-wall LPCVD reactor are demonstrated through this work. 
 
 1
Chapter 1:   Introduction 
 
1.1  Silicon carbide CVD 
Silicon carbide has long been proven to be a very useful material for various 
human endeavors.  As the third hardest substance known to man with a Young’s modulus 
of 424 GPa [1], it has been used as an abrasive, cutting material, and a strengthening 
material in protective ballistic armor [2].  Silicon carbide has a high temperature 
resistance and has no liquid phase but rather sublimates at 1800°C [3].  Silicon carbide is 
also chemically inert and has little or no reactivity to most chemicals at room temperature 
[3].  This last property enables SiC to be used in harsh environments. 
Most recently interest has shifted from using silicon carbide as only a mechanical 
and chemical material to using it as an electronic device material since SiC is a 
semiconductor.  Silicon carbide has many electrical properties that are useful for high 
temperature, power, and high-frequency device applications.  Silicon carbide is a group 
IV-IV compound semiconductor with a large, indirect bandgap, which ranges from 2.39 
eV (for the 3C-SiC polytype) to 3.33 eV (for the 2H-SiC polytype) [4].  The breakdown 
electric field, Emax, which is the largest electric field a material can be submitted to before 
catastrophic breakdown occurs, is 2.49 MV/cm for SiC doped at 1016 cm-3 [5].  When 
compared to silicon, which has an Emax of 0.401 MV/cm at a doping of 1016 cm-3, silicon 
carbide has demonstrated that it can more effectively block higher voltages for less 
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material volume [6].  Silicon carbide also has a high saturated drift velocity of 2x107 
cm/sec, which enables the material to obtain high channel currents for microwave devices 
[7, 8].  Silicon carbide also displays excellent thermal capabilities.  Because the bandgap 
is larger than silicon, silicon carbide has a much lower intrinsic carrier concentration and 
can therefore operate at higher temperatures [3].  It also has a thermal conductivity 
ranging from 3.0 W/cm-K to 5 W/cm-K depending on crystal orientation, polytype, and 
carrier concentration [8].  These values, which are comparable to copper’s thermal 
conductivity of 4.0 W/cm-K, enable silicon carbide to dissipate heat that causes a 
decrease in free-carrier mobility [3].  Because of these properties, silicon carbide makes 
an ideal candidate material for power and fast switching devices.  Table 1.1 displays 
some of the various electrical properties of silicon carbide and Figure 1.1 shows three of 
the most popular polytype stacking sequences. 
Table 1.1:  Electrical properties of the most common silicon carbide polytypes [9, 10]. 
 3C-SiC 4H-SiC 6H-SiC 
Bandgap (eV) 2.36 3.23 3.0 
Breakdownfield 
(MV cm-1) 1 3-5 3-5 
Electron Mobility 
(cm2 V-1s-1) 
at 300K 
<800 <900 <400 
Hole Mobility 
(cm2 V-1s-1) 
at 300K 
<320 <120 <90 
Dielectric Constant 
(Static) 
dimensionless unit 
9.71 9.66⊥ and 10.03║to c-axis 
Dielectric Constant 
(High Frequency) 
dimensionless unit 
6.52 6.52⊥ and 6.70║to c-axis 
Thermal 
conductivity 
(W/cm-K) 
5 4.9 4.9 
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Figure 1.1:  The stacking sequence of the three commonly produced SiC polytypes  [11]. 
 
Silicon carbide is a material that was not discovered until the late 1800s, although 
its existence was speculated by Jöns Jacob Berzelius [12].  The terrestrial formation of 
silicon carbide is extremely rare and the material has only been found in diamond 
inclusions and other volcanic rocks as early as the 1950’s [13].  In 1891 near Pittsburgh, 
Pennsylvania, Acheson developed a process to create a substitute for diamond for cutting 
and abrasive material using an electric smelting furnace [14, 15].  The furnaces general 
design is illustrated in Figure 1.2.  By mixing coke and aluminum silicate, he created a 
silicon carbide mass with larger, hexagonal crystals that formed within voids in this mass 
[14, 15].  The substance was mistakenly dubbed carborundum because it was believed to 
be derived from corundum, the historical name for alumnia, Al2O3 [15].  This belief held 
that SiC was formed from the combination of Al and C in the furnace, however, it was 
later found to be created from the bond between Si and C, but the name still remained 
attached to it [15]. 
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Figure 1.2:  The Acheson smelting reactor displaying the reactor construction and final products of the 
reaction.  The SiC crystals formed in the voids [14]. 
 
Investigation into the electrical uses of silicon carbide began as early as 1892 with 
Nicola Tesla and a lamp which contained carborundum, but he never fully investigated 
the materials true electrical properties [15].  In 1907, the worlds first LED was created 
from silicon carbide, but crystal purity and the extraction process from the Acheson style 
reactors complicated the further study of the material [16].  A new reactor design was 
developed by J. A. Lely in 1955 that mimicked the growth conditions found in the 
Acheson process voids where the large, hexagonal crystals were formed [17].  His 
reactor, displayed in Figure 1.3, enabled him to modify the crystal purity and some of the 
inherent properties through environmental control [17].  Silicon carbide became the 
subject of great interest as a semiconductor material, and even became more popular than 
silicon and germanium.  Although the environment could be controlled to a certain 
extent, the material needed long time periods to produce and had many crystalline defects 
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[17].  The interest to use the material in commercial applications dwindled through the 
1960’s and 1970’s, but material scientists and physicists in the United States and the 
former Soviet Union continued to investigate the material [3]. 
 
Figure 1.3:  The Lely SiC reactor design [16]. 
 
Silicon carbide has seen a great resurgence since the late 1980’s when Cree Inc. 
discovered that high quality epitaxy could be achieved at low temperatures using off-axis 
substrates [18].  This breakthrough has reinvigorated the scientific community and has 
lead to many breakthroughs for the material silicon carbide.  Silicon carbide power 
diodes and LED’s are regularly manufactured in today’s marketplace, and high frequency 
MESFET’s and power MOSFET’s are also being developed [3].  These advances lie in 
part to being able to control the reactor environment.  As Lely demonstrated with his 
reactor, controlling temperature, pressure, and material influx play an important role in 
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generating a silicon carbide crystal, and as technologies become better able to manipulate 
these conditions, silicon carbide will become a larger part of the world in the areas of 
power electronics, sensors, and high frequency devices. 
Epitaxy is used to form the semiconductor layers necessary to produce electronic 
devices.  One method of creating an epitaxial layer is using chemical vapor deposition, 
commonly known as CVD.  Normally, silicon carbide CVD uses silane and a 
hydrocarbon as the precursor gasses, and hydrogen gas as a carrier [3].  These gasses are 
passed over a heated graphite susceptor, usually coated with silicon carbide or tantalum 
carbide [3].   
In the CVD process there are four major steps to growing an epitaxial crystal 
layer [19].  The first step involves the transport of the gas precursors, via a carrier, to the 
growth site.  The carrier gas provides the velocity for the gasses to achieve laminar flow 
[20].  Laminar flow creates a stagnant barrier layer near the surface of the susceptor, and 
the heat within the chamber decomposes the precursors into simpler molecules.  The 
second step involves the diffusion of the reactants through the boundary layer to the 
surface of the substrate.  The reactants then chemically react with the surface of the 
substrate and find sites to nucleate solid matter and create reaction byproducts.  Finally, 
the waste byproducts and remaining reactants desorb from the surface and through the 
boundary layer to be transported away by the carrier gas.  If the conditions for reaction 
are favorable, a new layer of crystal will be formed on the substrate. 
1.2  CVD reactor designs 
Lely’s bulk crystal growth reactor and the numerous reactors that have followed it 
are used for the bulk growth of large semiconductor crystals.  Most of the electronic 
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devices used today need multiple layers with specific electrical properties in order to 
achieve their designed functions.  Thin, single-crystal films are grown on top of the base 
substrates to realize these device layers, and CVD is one of the processes used to 
accomplish this job.   
The process of successful CVD epitaxy is strictly governed by various conditions, 
and many reactors have been constructed to meet these needs and solve various problems 
that have hampered single crystalline epitaxial growth process.  Pressure is an important 
aspect of CVD reactors and in the past CVD was preformed at atmospheric pressure [21].  
The APCVD, or atmospheric pressure CVD reactor, has been replaced with LPCVD, low 
pressure CVD reactors, or ULPCVD, ultra-low pressure CVD reactors, because the lower 
pressures restrict unwanted gas phase reactions and improve overall film uniformity [21].  
Temperature is another important factor in CVD reactions as it governs film uniformity 
and precursor cracking.  Cold wall CVD chambers used a design that cooled the walls of 
the chamber, but the precursor gasses react non-uniformly and have a low through-put 
[22].  Hot-wall CVD reactors heat the substrate area and the surrounding chamber, and 
this gives the reactants a wider area to decompose over [22]. The effect allows a 
reduction in gas phase reactions which can create particle formation on the substrate, and 
creates a more suitable condition for highly uniform films in both thickness and doping 
[23].  Another important factor in CVD reactions are the chemical precursors and the 
ease in which they decompose.  Plasma enhanced CVD reactors, PECVD, uses plasma 
reactions to enhance the decomposition rates of the precursors [21].  MOCVD, metal 
organic CVD, and DLICVD, direct liquid injection CVD, reactors use compounds which 
contain metals [21].    
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For the vapor-phase CVD reactor, physical construction occurs mainly in two 
basic geometries, either horizontal or vertical [24].  The main difference between the two 
reactors is the precursor delivery system.  The horizontal CVD places the reaction 
chamber parallel to the ground, and the substrates are laid flat inside [24].  The gas enters 
one side of the chamber and exits the other, traveling over the face of each substrate.  A 
vertical CVD reactor transports the gas to the chamber either from the top or the bottom 
[24].  The gasses usually flow down onto the substrate, where they pass radially over the 
substrate surface, and then pass out the bottom of the chamber.  Illustrations of these two 
chamber geometries can be found in Figure 1.4. 
 
Figure 1.4:  The general CVD chamber geometries.  The (a) Horizontal hot-wall design, and (b) vertical 
design, with (1) precursor inlet, (2) substrates, (3) heater or furnace, and (4) exhaust.  The general CVD 
chamber geometries [24]. 
 
Regardless of the design selected, all CVD reactors share the same general 
operation parameters.  The first item on the CVD system is the gas delivery system, 
which can include gas cabinets, purge systems, bubblers, vaporizers, and injectors [25].  
The second system is a metering system that controls the amounts of each gas injected 
into the chamber [25].  The third part of the reactor is the actual reaction chamber.  The 
chamber requires a method of loading and unloading samples, a sample placement 
susceptor, a chamber cooling system, and a susceptor heating system [25].  The heating 
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system can be implemented through RF induction, thermal lamps, or plasma.  The final 
element in the reactor is the exhaust system which provides a method of safely 
eliminating waste reactants from the system to the outside world [25].  If harmful, toxic, 
or dangerous waste gases can be produced by the reactor, a scrubber or a burn bottle is 
required, and a vacuum system is inserted into the exhaust system for LPCVD to achieve 
low pressure operation.  Figure 1.5 displays the basic layout of a CVD system as 
discussed previously. 
 
Figure 1.5:  The general layout of a typical CVD system [25]. 
 
1.3  CVD reactor controls 
To obtain a uniform epitaxial layer, in terms of both doping and thickness, a CVD 
reactor must have fine degree of control over gas flow, sample temperature, and process 
pressure.  Gas is controlled through two methods; a metering system to change the 
volumetric amount that flows into the chamber and susceptor geometry which generates 
the laminar flow condition required for actual growth [10].  The volume of gas can be 
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controlled through an adjustable valve, either manually or automatically.  The automatic 
valve is known as a mass flow controller, or MFC, which uses sensors to determine the 
amount of flow.  The sensors compare their measured value to a calibrated value for the 
particular gas that is being used, and the valve is adjusted to maintain the flow set-point 
designated by the operator.   
The second aspect of gas control involves reactor chamber geometry and 
susceptor design.  Fluid flow calculations and simulations must be created during the 
design phase of a reactor to ensure laminar flow is present and turbulence is minimized or 
eliminated [10].  As reactant concentration decreases over the susceptor due to reactant 
consumption, a condition known as depletion results in a tapering of the epi layer 
thickness over the sample [3].  This condition can be relieved by physically tapering the 
susceptor to increase gas velocities in the direction of the depletion, or through designing 
the susceptor to mechanically rotate the substrate [3].  The reaction chamber can also be 
used to influence gas flow through tapering to increase gas velocities [10]. 
Temperature is controlled by imparting the susceptor with energy from a power 
source.  RF induction requires a tank circuit made from an inductor and a capacitor and 
an AC generator [26].  The circuit is matched to the load at the frequency of the 
generator, and the susceptor couples with the magnetic field produced by the inductor and 
heats through IR2 heating [26].  Temperature control is achieved by increasing or 
decreasing the power emitted from the generator.  In lamp heating, the susceptor heats 
through infrared emission from the filament, and increasing or decreasing the current 
through the lamp controls the infrared output [27].  Either temperature generation method 
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requires the implementation of a feedback loop to compare the actual temperature of the 
device to a desired operator set-point. 
Exhaust and pressure control are controlled though the use of vacuum pumps.  
The removal of the waste products is important to avoid precipitation and to maintain 
laminar flow [25].  The exhaust system has a blower pump or fan system to create a small 
pressure differential from atmospheric pressure, and the result allows the waste gasses to 
flow from the higher chamber pressure potential to the lower vent potential for gas 
elimination [25].  Vacuum pumps usually have one pumping speed, or through-put, 
determined by the pump type and the power supplied to the pump.  The pressure is 
controlled in a similar fashion as the MFC.  A throttle valve allows the pump line to be 
constricted to restrict flow from the chamber to the pump, and can be controlled manually 
or automatically by using gauges to read the pressure. 
 
1.4  Control system theory 
One method used in industry to implement automatic control of a system is the 
use of a Proportional-Integral-Differentiator (PID) controller.  The PID system can be 
easily implemented for each of the CVD control processes discussed previously.  PID is 
implemented through a simple feedback closed-loop system [28].  The PID controller 
works by adjusting a control signal based on the error generated between a measured 
value, PV, and a set-point, SP [28].  The actual performance of the PID depends on three 
separate variable conditions that modify the control variable, CV.  The proportional gain, 
Kp, is an amplifier responsible for process stability [28].  A low value causes the error to 
drift away from the set-point, and a large value will induce oscillations in the control 
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system [28].  The integral gain, Ki, is used to drive the error drift from the proportional 
gain to zero, but it can also create oscillations if set too high [28].  The final value is the 
derivative gain, Kd, which is responsible for the rate of change in the error to prevent the 
controlled value from overshoot or undershoot of the desired set-point [28].  A low 
derivative value will cause the system to react slowly, a high value will cause the system 
to oscillate, and the system noise is amplified through this variable [28].  The simplest 
implementation of a PID algorithm is given by the following equation:  
( ) ( ) ( )⎟⎟⎠
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where CV is the control variable, Kp is the proportional gain, Ki is the integral gain, Kd is 
the derivative gain, and e(t) is the error with respect to time [28]. 
Many systems use modern electronics, specifically digital processors, to 
implement the PID algorithm.  Integration in digital processing uses various processing 
techniques to manipulate various step functions read over a specific amount of time.  If 
the digital processor uses rectangular integration, the base equation given in (1.1) 
becomes: 
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(1.2e) 
 
where Kp, Ki, and Kd are the gain values of the proportional, integral, and derivative 
control parameters, e is the error of the reading between the setpoint, SP, and the process 
variable, PV, T is the sampling interval, and k is the current interval [28].    The previous 
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design is referred to as a two-degree of freedom design because all of the controller’s 
actions use the error, e, which is the composite of the set-point and process variable [28].  
The design can multiply transient errors in the system by a quickly changing set-point 
through applications in the derivative and proportional actions [28].  An alternative 
method to the design uses the one-degree of freedom design where the proportional and 
derivative actions only work on the process variable instead and is given in the following 
equation: 
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(1.3b) 
 
(1.3c) 
 
where the variables are the same as explained in (1.2) [28].  Various alternative methods 
and complexities exist for digital integration methods, and system designers must take the 
methods used by hardware into consideration in PID design. 
Many methods exist for tuning a PID system including Zieglar-Nichols's, Cohen-
Coon's, Chien, Hrones, and Reswick’s, Takahashi’s, and F. G. Shinskey’s tuning rules 
[29].  Each of these systems performs an open-loop manual system test to gather data on 
the system’s response to a change in the process variable.  The system is stabilized and 
the controller’s output is recorded and then the controller is increased by 5 to 20 percent 
[29].  If the system is self regulating, as in pressure and temperature systems, a steady 
state will be reached with this new stimulus, but if the system is non-regulating, the 
output will keep increasing at a steady rate [29].  The data can then be graphed and one of 
the tuning methods can be used to optimize the PID system.  Zieglar-Nichols's method is 
a simple and easy method commonly used to gain 25% damping in a system [29].  Using 
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the open loop response data, the change in process variable over time compared to the 
change in controller output is calculated to gain a process rate per change in controller 
output, RR [29].  The process dead time, or the time required for the system to accelerate 
to the response, is calculated for the system and the PID values are generated as shown in 
Figure 1.6.   
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 1.6:  (a) The open loop response curve for a self regulating system and (b) the open loop response 
curve for a non-regulating system with the Zieglar-Nichols's optimum method calculations [29]. 
 
1.5  Summary 
Silicon carbide is a promising wide bandgap semiconductor material that displays 
electrical properties well suited to power devices and high frequency applications, and it 
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is physically suited to be used in harsh environments and displays superior strength for 
MEMS devices.  While bulk crystal growth provides the base material used in substrates, 
the complexity of electrical devices requires other methods of growth, namely chemical 
vapor deposition.  To minimize crystalline defects which can hamper a devices operation, 
the CVD reactor must be designed to provide a well controlled environment.  Control of 
gas flow, pressure, and temperature must be considered when building a CVD reactor, 
either physically through the use of susceptors or electronically through the use of PID 
algorithms.  In Chapter 2, the design of a 200 mm 3C-SiC reactor will be discussed in 
detail.  Specifics concerning the control algorithm implemented will also be discussed in 
that chapter, allong with details of the CVD reactor designed, built and tested in this 
work. The tuning and testing results of the system are covered in Chapter 3.  Chapter 4 
will discuss the epitaxial growth of 3C-SiC grown with the reactor, and Chapter 5 will 
outline suggested future work to improve the reactor further. 
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Chapter 2:   Chemical Vapor Deposition Reactor Design
 
2.1  Reactor construction 
The LPCVD hot-wall reactor is a system composed of three main systems, the gas 
delivery system, the heating system, and the vacuum system.  As discussed in the 
previous chapter, these three systems can act independently through their own control 
systems and parameters, however, to control the reactor environment effectively for the 
growth of single crystal SiC epitaxial films, the three systems must be integrated together 
and act in concert.  The purpose of this work was to build a LPCVD hot-wall reactor 
which would be under the control of one control system, and to enable this requirement, a 
primary control system was added to oversee the three major sub-systems of the SiC 
reactor.  The block diagram showing the implementation of this system is displayed in 
Figure 2.1.  Each section of this chapter will cover each separate subset of the reactor as 
mentioned above, and a detailed description of the design process behind each of the 
individual systems.  This first section covers the design process for the reactor housing 
and the hot-wall construction.  The next sections describe the gas manifold, the RF 
heating system, the vacuum system, and the primary control system.  
The entire system is based on the original 75mm APCVD cold-wall reactor 
designed by Thomas E. Schattner during his master’s research at Mississippi State 
University [10].  The system was later converted into an LPCVD reactor by Matthew T. 
Smith for his master’s research at the University of South Florida [30], and hot-wall 
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development, as well as an increase to 200mm size, was developed by Rachel L. Myers-
Ward as part of her Ph.D. dissertation in electrical engineering at the University of South 
Florida [31]. These three works cover many of the current CVD reactor system design 
parameters, and the new reactor design takes the knowledge that was built up during 
these projects into consideration. 
Figure 2.1:  A block diagram of the 100mm LPCVD reactor system.  The major gas lines are split into three 
sections dictated by blue, red, and purple lines, and the black lines show the path of the exhaust gasses.  
Analog and digital signals are in orange and green respectively. 
 
The reactor housing was modeled after the first reactor built at USF, called MF1 
by the USF SiC Group.  The new reactor is referred to as MF2 as it is the second 
generation in the MF series. The MF2 chamber housing was made with 1.25cm thick 
anodized aluminum plates to both house the reactor and protect the operator from the 
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chamber heat and gases in the unlikely event of a leak [10].  The plates were mounted 
onto an aluminum frame which was grooved to allow hex bolts and wing nuts to fasten 
the plates firmly to the frame.  The reaction tube was mounted lengthwise in the center of 
the housing, and cooling water fed to the cold-wall reaction tube and the stainless steel 
inlet head plate from holes drilled in the bottom of the box [10].  The reaction tube was 
accessed through a door along one of the long sides of the reactor, and fastened with a 
single, turn-screw latch [10].  The gas system was transported to the head plate from a 
manifold through holes in the ceiling of the chamber. Two QF40 tubes were welded to 
holes in the roof of the box to allow access to the vent through the gas manifold, where 
the gas vent system was attached [10]. Holes in the sides of the short walls provided a 
pathway for outside air to refresh the chamber, with the vent above the chamber 
providing the drawing action [10].  This sturdy system has proven very reliable, and is 
still in use to house the MF1 reactor. 
The original reactor housing design was suitable for APCVD cold-wall, however 
beginning in the summer of 2004, the reactor was redesigned for a hot-wall configuration 
[31].  With the cold-wall design, a large temperature gradient developed between the 
susceptor and the quartz tube walls, so in order to increase temperature uniformity, the 
susceptor was converted into a TaC coated base and a SiC coated ceiling.  The susceptor 
was enclosed in porous graphite insulation. A cross-section of the original hot-wall 
reaction tube is shown in Figure 2.2 [31].  The water jacket to the quartz walls was left 
intact to provide cooling to the gaskets and quartz walls to prevent O-ring failure [31].   
After testing the new system, Ian Haselbarth converted the 75mm hot-wall system 
to a 200mm hot-wall system through direct scaling of the smaller system [33].  The new 
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Figure 2.2:  A sketch of the 75mm hot-wall reactor showing the ss head plate, inlet liner, RF coil, 
susceptor, insulation, outlet liner, and exhaust port.  (1) Denotes the quartz adaptor, (2) the water cooled 
jacket, and (3) the quartz end cap.  Sketch provided by I. Haselbarth, University of South Florida [31] 
 
system eliminated the cooling jacket from the quartz tube, and added a stainless steel 
base plate for system support and exhaust [31].  The system that was developed is shown 
schematically in cross-section in Figure 2.3.  Although the head and exhaust plates were 
still cooled by water, fans were added to the wall of the reactor  
 
Figure 2.3:  200mm hot-wall reactor showing the head plate, inlet liner, RF coil, insulation, susceptor, 
outlet liner, and drum (back plate assembly).  The ss flanges for attaching the quartz to the plates are at (1), 
the back plate is (2), the access door is (3), and a viewport is at (4).  Sketch by I. Haselbarth, USF [31]. 
 
opposite the door and the wall nearest the exhaust plate.  The fans were to create a 
constant air flow over the parts of the reactor that became hottest during operation.  Fans 
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were never added to the interior door to conserve the integrity of the cleanroom space the 
reactor was housed in, so as a final measure to create more airflow, the housing wall near 
the reactor head plate was removed. 
The new reactor housing was designed with two factors in mind, reactor footprint 
space and reactor functionality.  I. Haselbarth created the designs on Autocad Autodesk 
2005™ [32] with guidance from S. Saddow, Y. Shishkin, and the author.  Because 
cleanroom space was a limited commodity, there was only 2 m of space along the 
cleanroom wall for the reactor, which would not allow side access as the current reactor 
provides.  To accommodate this factor, the reactor was to be placed so the back of the 
reactor intersected with the cleanroom wall.  This design had an added benefit of 
enabling the reactor to be accessed directly through the door on the barrel assembly, 
unlike the original design where the operator had to awkwardly load the reactor from the 
side.  The reactor would still be constructed out of anodized aluminum, but to cut down 
on unnecessary weight and monetary cost, the thickness of the plates would be reduced to 
6.4 mm.  The frame was acquired from the same source as the first reactor, and the plates 
were also attached in the same manner.  To assist in the support of the reaction tube 
assembly and the manifold, two crossbeams were added to the frame to support ceiling 
and the base of the chamber. 
A few modifications were made in the design to address problems encountered in 
the original reactor.  First, the old reactor had only one access point, and often during the 
upgrade process and maintenance, the side walls had to be removed, which was a long 
and tedious process.  The new reactor includes three main access points, the back end and 
both sides, to allow for easy maintenance and operator access.  The door inside the 
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cleanroom slides upward on a track and is held in the open position with two pins.  Both 
sides of the reactor are hinged at the base with sturdy hinges and held closed with 2 screw 
latches each.  To provide airflow, but still keep the reactor enclosed, eight fans were 
placed into the system.  Each fan blows into the reactor to prevent gasses from escaping 
during an emergency.  Three fans are mounted in each door, one in the front panel, and 
one in the base plate near the gas inlet.  The air is still transported to the vent through the 
gas manifold box, but the manifold QF40 tube supports were increased to four for better 
airflow and increased support of the manifold box.  Finally, a ledge was added onto the 
back end of the reactor to house the pyrometer and optics and provide a working area for 
the operator.  The back door has a slit to allow the hot zone to be observable through the 
viewport in the barrel assembly.  Both the pyrometer and optics are placed onto tracks so  
 
Figure 2.4:  Three-dimensional rendering of the 200mm LPCVD reactor (i.e., MF2).  The back access door 
is denoted by (1), the side doors with fan holes at (2), the manifold box with support tubing at (3), the 
pyrometer ledge at (4), and the frame at (5).  Drawing by I. Haselbarth, USF. 
 
they can be moved out of the way during loading and unloading of the reactor hot zone.  
A three-dimensional Autocad Autodesk 2005™ drawing of the reactor housing is 
displayed in Figure 2.4. 
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The reaction tube has very few modifications from the original 200 mm reactor, 
(i.e., MF1); however, the hot zone has undergone many revisions [31].  The flanges for 
the head plate and barrel assembly have been tapered to more effectively create a vacuum 
seal with the quartz tube.  The barrel assembly was modified first by placing latches on 
the loading door and second by placing a support bar under the barrel to alleviate 
pressure from the vacuum lines.  The final addition was to place a 100 mm diffuser on the 
inlet plate where the gas enters the chamber.  The original 50 mm diffuser was developed 
during R. Myers-Ward dissertation work, and it was constructed to eliminate gas jetting 
effects and evenly distribute gas through the inlet liner [31].  However, the original 
design had a straight wall with a gasket to create the seal between the quartz and the 
metal [31].  When the inlet was slid over the diffuser, it would sometimes not be aligned 
perfectly, causing chipping and cracking of the quartz.  The new diffuser was tapered 
before the gasket to allow the inlet liner to slide into place and create the seal. 
The development of the hot zone of the reactor, which consists of the foam and 
the susceptor, began with the original 75 mm reactor hot-wall upgrade [31].  When the 
susceptor was scaled up to 200 mm, there were a few problems that were addressed and 
corrected through experimentation.  The original graphite foam insulation was cylindrical 
and fit within the outlet liner [31].  While this configuration worked for the 75 mm 
reactor, the 200 mm reactor’s foam caused a frequency mismatch in the RF generator due 
to the increased load [31].  The solution was to remove part of the foam to reduce the 
mass and reduce the total load to enable the RF generator to match the frequencies and 
provide adequate power to the system [31].  The top and bottom and part of the sides 
were sliced off with a knife, creating a flat hexagonal structure, however currently the 
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foam has only a small portion removed from the top and bottom due to changes in the RF 
generator system which will be covered later in section 2.3 [31].   
The second modification was the sloping of the ceiling of the susceptor.  The 
original susceptor design was derived from the 75mm reactor and had a flat ceiling and 
base, but the 200 mm susceptor scaled up from this design showed heavy reactant 
depletion toward the back of the hot zone [31].  A slope was added to the ceiling as 
depicted in Figure 2.5 [31].  The slope allowed a tapering in the boundary layer over the 
susceptor by creating a larger gas volume in the front of the zone, and this effect allows 
for slower gas velocity at the front of the susceptor as compared to the back [31]. 
 
Figure 2.5:  A cross sectional view of the current reactor hot zone design including the RF coil, quartz tube, 
foam, graphite adaptors, susceptor, SiC polyplate, and sample [31]. 
 
Simulations on the reactor growth conditions were presented at the ECSCRM 
conference in Newcastle, England September 2006 [33].  The simulations combined fluid 
dynamics, temperature profiling, and chemical reactant kinetics to derive three-
dimensional images of the reaction processes [33].  The three-dimensional reactor 
simulations, based off the current 200mm design as depicted in Figure 2.5, show the best 
placement of the sample in the hot zone for the best deposition rate.  Temperature and gas 
velocity simulations for the hot zone are provided in Figure 2.6. 
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(a) 
 
 
(b) 
Figure 2.6:  3-Dimensional gas velocity (a) and temperature profile (b) of the 200mm hot-wall SiC CVD 
reactor.  The black lines show the current placement of the substrates [33]. Simulations courtesy of Y. 
Makarov of Semitech. 
 
The modifications described previously in the present system (MF1) were used to 
create the 100mm susceptor and foam.  While the size of the reaction tube did not 
change, the 50 mm design was scaled up two times to support the 100 mm wafer size.  
Because the tube is 200 mm in diameter, this increase in size did not require a full 
restructuring of the entire system.  Only the foam, susceptor, sample polyplates, graphite 
adaptors, inlet liner, and diffuser were scaled to accommodate the new substrate size. 
Detailed drawings of the reactor housing and hot-wall system are included in Appendix 
A. 
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2.2  Gas manifold system 
The nature of SiC epitaxial growth in a CVD reactor requires the use of hazardous 
gasses, therefore a system needs to be designed to both handle the gasses and provide 
safety for the operator and the facility the reactor is housed in.  Each gas needs to have a 
system for transport, valves to control the start and stop of flow, and for the hazardous 
gasses, a system to purge the lines safely.  Also as mentioned in the previous chapter, the 
system needs the ability to control the flow of gases accurately for single crystalline 
epitaxial growth.  The gas system design was separated into three parts.  The first begins 
at the gas bottle and describes the necessary equipment to transport the gas to the reactor 
area; the second is the transfer panel to facilitate the transport of the gasses to two 
separate reactors, and the final system is the gas manifold itself.  A schematic of the 
manifold system is shown in Figure 2.7. 
The SiC LPCVD reactor is designed for four primary gasses and four secondary 
gasses.  The primary gasses are hydrogen, H2, argon, Ar, propane, C3H8, and silane, 10% 
SiH4 in H2, while the secondary gasses are nitrogen, 3% N2 in H2, hydrogen chloride, 
10% HCl in Ar, and methyl chloride, CH3Cl, and an auxiliary setup for future expansion.  
Most of these gasses are hazardous. H2 and the N2 balanced in H2 are explosive in an 
oxygen environment with the provision of a spark or heat source, SiH4 is pyroforic even 
in small quantities, and HCl and CH3Cl are corrosives when exposed to water.  The 
system used by industry to transport pressurized gasses is welded 316 stainless steel 
piping connected by VCR fittings.  The VCR system chosen for the reactor was 
constructed by Swagelok and consists of two glands, each with a knife edge, a male and 
female nut, and a stainless steel gasket [34].  As the glands are pressed together through 
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the action of the two nuts, they cut into the gasket and create a tight, metal to metal seal 
[34].  The entire transport of the gas system was designed with VCR fittings to prevent 
leaks that could cause the complications mentioned above. 
 
Figure 2.7:  A sketch of the gas handling manifold displaying the gasses used in the reactor, the primary 
valves, and the gas transportation routes.  Sketch provided by I. Haselbarth, University of South Florida. 
 
The gas delivery begins at the gas bottle.  For safety, each bottle is firmly attached 
to a wall, or inside a vented cabinet for the hazardous gasses.  The bottles can have a 
pressure output of up to 2500 psi, so a regulator is necessary to step the pressure down to 
a manageable level and maintain the pressure to levels around 20 to 40 psi.  After the 
regulator, all gasses with the exception of Ar are designed to have a normally closed, 
pneumatic valve that would only open during normal, safe operations.  For the three 
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systems, SiH4, HCl, and CH3Cl, a purge system is necessary to prevent corrosion from 
the chlorides, or blockage created from SiOx particulates from the reaction of silane and 
oxygen.  An example of a purge panel is shown in Figure 2.8 which uses a Venturi tube 
to create a vacuum to expel the gasses in the transport lines.  The valves can be 
manipulated to open the low or high pressure sides of the regulator to the vent line, and 
Ar can be admitted into the high pressure side of the system to purge the line.  Various 
check valves allow the gas to only flow in predetermined directions.  After the purge  
 
Figure 2.8:  A sketch of a purge panel showing a purge panel with valve positions noted.  Sketch from 
Maetheson Tri-Gas website [35]. 
 
panel, a filter is added to help prevent line blockage.  Silane has an oxygen filter, while 
the chlorides have a moisture filter. 
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The gasses are transported to an intermediate processing area between the two 
reactors.  This area contains two vented valve boxes and a hydrogen purification system.  
Because the purity of the carrier gas, H2, is crucial for preventing crystalline and point 
defects, a further processing of the gas is needed to remove impurities.  The purifier 
contains a palladium cell which is heated to 400°C.  At this temperature, palladium 
allows the small H2 molecules through, but it blocks larger impurities [10].  Because H2 
is the main carrier gas in the reactor, and a typical A sized cylinder only lasts a few days 
of normal processing, each reactor was designed with its own separate H2 source to 
accommodate the increased load. The other gasses are routed to the vented valve boxes 
where they encounter another regulator to reduce the gas pressure to 15 psi.  After the 
regulator in the valve box, there is a particulate filter and a manual needle valve to control 
gas flow into the manifold.  The original valve box contained C3H8, SiH4, N2, and an 
auxiliary connection [10].  The research lead by R. Myers-Ward and Meralys Reyes for 
their dissertations added the gasses HCl and CH3Cl, but these gasses were directly routed 
to the first reactor due to space considerations [31].  The addition of the new reactor 
provided the space necessary to add another panel box and include these two gasses with 
the same connections as constructed in the original valve box.  The new design moves the 
needle valves after a T junction placed beyond the filter to allow flow control between 
both reactors.  The needle valves allow isolation for the reactors from the gas 
transportation lines, and they allow gas flow only to only the reactor that is in operation 
(or both).  The gases are transported from this transfer area directly into the manifold 
above the reactor through a single stainless steel gas line without any fittings or seams. 
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The final system, the gas manifold, serves three purposes.  First, this system 
provides a purging system for the reaction chamber.  Second it provides a system to flow 
gasses to either the vent or to the reaction chamber.  Finally, the system provides a 
method of controlling the amount of gas allowed into the chamber.  The manifold system 
is based off the work done by both T. Schattner and M. Smith in their thesis work on the 
first reactor [10, 30]. 
The two gasses H2 and Ar are split between the purge systems and processing 
system; Ar is further divided to supply the topside cooling purge and also to keep the 
pyrometer viewport clear of condensate.   Each line contains a pneumatic valve that is 
activated when purge conditions are required.  The H2 line has a normally closed 
pneumatic valve and is used primarily to backfill the chamber in preparation for crystal 
growth or for hydrogen termination of the crystal surface during cool down.  The main Ar 
line has a normally open pneumatic valve and is used to purge the chamber of gasses 
during emergencies and provides additional cooling after processing.  The normally open 
valve allows Ar to flow into the chamber even during a power failure.  The final purge 
line, the topside Ar cooling line, has a normally closed pneumatic valve followed by a 
regulator to control flow.  This valve is activated to allow Ar to pass through the 
insulation to provide cooling during processing.  The flow rate of the purge gasses is 
controlled by a 10slm, H2 calibrated MFC.  The rate of flow through the MFC is 
controlled by the primary control system covered in section 2.5. 
The second part of the manifold is the main process control function.  The gasses 
flow from the transfer panel to the MFC.  The specific MFC’s used in the manifold are 
Celerity Analog/Digital Unit 1661™ with flow rates of 50 slm for H2 and Ar, 500 sccm 
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for SiH4, and 50 sccm for the remaining gasses [36].  The MFC’s require a +15/-15 VDC 
differential power supply for operation of the internal electronics and motors for the 
needle valve.  The systems have an integrated PID control system that takes a 0-5 VDC 
control signal, provided by the primary control system, and a mass flow sensor that 
detects the amount of gas passing through the unit as compared to a calibrated value of 
N2.  The internal PID system adjusts the valve to allow the gas to reach the requested 
setpoint.  The flow sensor returns a 0-5 VDC value to the control system so gas flow 
through the MFC can be monitored.  After the MFC is a dual, normally closed pneumatic 
valve.  One valve connects to the vent line, and the other connects to the reactor 
assembly.  The vent valve is used by the primary control system to allow venting at any 
time during the process, but the main process lines can only be activated after the system 
is in growth mode.  The actual actions of these valves will be covered in the primary 
control system section.  After the last MFC, a normally closed pneumatic valve controls 
the flow of the main process gasses into the chamber, and as a maintenance provision, a 
manual hand valve is added to the main line.  This valve is used to stop all gas flow into 
the reactor, and it can also be used to isolate the reaction chamber from the gas system for 
leak and vacuum tests. 
 
2.3  RF heating system 
The next important design consideration for a CVD reactor is the method of 
heating the reaction zone.  The heating system chosen for the reactor uses magnetic 
induction from an RF field to couple with the graphite susceptor.  This is achieved 
through the generation of a RF field from an AC power generator with a specific 
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frequency which is connected to a tank circuit consisting of a capacitor and a wound 
spiral inductor.  The tank circuit can be placed in parallel or series depending on the 
electronic design of the RF generator.  As with all RF circuits, the LC tank circuit must 
be matched to the generator resonant frequency to achieve the best Q factor for the best 
power transfer capability. 
The original reactor used an Ameritherm ISM/L-80 80 KW RF generator unit 
with a variable frequency range of 50-150 KHz [37].  The input power for the unit was 
3Φ 410/480 VAC power which requires a fused knife switch disconnect for safe 
operation, and the generator and tank circuit both required a cooling water system to 
prevent overheating of the unit and melting of the circuit through IR2 heating.  This 
generator was discovered to have too high a frequency range to match to the 200 mm 
reactor induction load during the testing phase that was conducted during R. Myers 
dissertation research [31].  A new AC generator was chosen to provide the RF induction 
field for the system from Mesta, Inc. [38].  This generator provides 50 KW at a frequency 
range of 9-11 KHz.  The power requirements were the same as the first reactor, so a 
power disconnect was also provided for the generator.  This system is air cooled, so only 
the tank circuit requires cooling water.  The lower frequency more easily matched the 
larger load of the 200 mm hot zone, so this generator was also chosen to supply the 
power for the new reactor MF2. 
The Mesta generator uses a LC tank circuit in the parallel configuration.  Using 
Kirchoff’s voltage and current laws, the resonant frequency of the system is given by the 
following equation: 
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where f is the resonant frequency, L is the inductance, and C is the capacitance of the 
circuit [39].  The complex impedance of the circuit can be calculated through the parallel 
sum of the complex inductance and capacitance, and the circuit becomes a first order 
band pass filter with the equation: 
12 −
−=
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where Z is the complex impedance, L is the inductance, and C is the capacitance of the 
circuit [39].  The impedance of the system is greatest at the resonant frequency, therefore 
the values of L and C must be carefully chosen to allow for the greatest transfer of power 
to the system. 
The Mesta capacitor allows for selective tuning through a parallel series of 
capacitors accessed through posts which are connected to a copper bus shorting bar.  The 
first six posts have a value of 6 μF each, the seventh post is half this value at 3 μF, and 
the eighth post has a value half again of 1.5 μF.  By connecting the posts to the bar, a 
variable capacitance of 1.5-40.5 μF can be achieved for load impedance matching.  The 
inductor is wound by carefully bending 3.1mm copper tubing around the 200 mm 
reaction tube.  The length of the coil is determined by the length of the hot zone, and the 
diameter of the coil is slightly larger than the reaction tube OD.  The inductance of a 
single layer air coil is given through the equation: 
( )lr
NrL
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39.0 22
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where L is the coil inductance in μH, r is the radius of the coil in cm, N is the number of 
turns, and l is the length of the coil in cm [39].  Before the turns can be calculated, the 
lengths of wire from the RF generator to the tank circuit must be considered since they 
add a small amount of inductance to the system.  At low frequencies, a straight solid wire 
has an inductance given by the equation: 
⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ −⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛= 75.02ln2
r
zzL  (2.4)
where L is the inductance in nH, z is the length of the wire in cm, and r is the radius of 
the wire in cm [39].  The total inductance is the sum of the wire inductances calculated 
from equations 2.4 and the coil inductance from equation 2.3.  The turns on the coil can 
then be designed using equation 2.1.  At the center frequency the RF generator generates 
a 10 KHz RF field.  Because no coil is perfectly ideal, the Mesta has onboard electronics 
that can actively adjust the output frequency to match the tank circuit and create the best 
power output efficiency.  The control system for the Mesta is part of the primary control 
and will be covered in section 2.5. 
The final part of the heating system is the optical pyrometer.  The pyrometer 
measures 900nm infrared radiation emitted by the susceptor, along with built-in 
instrumentation, to estimate the temperature of the target.  As described in the first 
section of this chapter, the pyrometer is mounted on a track in the back of the reactor.  It 
is aimed through a viewport in the reactor housing door, through a viewport in the reactor 
door on the drum and finally at a hole in the back-side top section of the susceptor.  The 
pyrometer provides the feedback to the primary control system and is used in the 
temperature control PID sub-system.  The pyrometer chosen for the reactor was the 
Exactus™ optical pyrometer from Engelhard, Inc. because it provided a range of 
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temperature reading from 400-3000°C with a 4mm focal spot at target distance of 85 cm 
[40]. 
 
2.4  Vacuum system 
The LPCVD reactor needs an efficient pumping system to maintain low pressure 
operation during crystal growth processing when a large volume of gas is flowing.  M. 
Smith’s main thrust of his Thesis was the conversion of the 75 mm APCVD reactor to a 
75 mm LPCVD reactor [30].  His design remains in use after the 200mm expansion and 
still provides adequate vacuum capabilities for 100Torr operation.  Because of this, the 
author used a similar system with few modifications when designing the reactor as to 
keep flow, conductance, and pump throughput similar to the original design [30]. 
Because of space considerations, and to make the conductance path as short as 
possible, the entire pumping system had to fit under the reactor housing.  The final design 
of the vacuum system is given in the sketch in Figure 2.9.  The new system uses the 
Edwards DP-40 dry rotary pump which provides 20CFM pumping capacity at 100 Torr 
operation [41].  The piping on the main line uses QF40 quick connect 316 ss piping with 
40mm radius to provide the same conductance as designed for the first reactor, and the 
bypass line uses 316 ss 13 mm stainless VCR line [30].  The bypass line has smaller 
conductance to provide for a soft-start of the pumping so movement of the samples and 
hot zone foam is eliminated in the main chamber during pumpdown.  The poppet valve 
seals completely the main line from the chamber, and is opened only after the system is 
pumped down to below 200 Torr.  At that point the Lesker Type 153™ downstream 
throttle valve is allowed to control the conductance of the main line to provide pressure  
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Figure 2.9:  Reactor vacuum design schematic displaying placement of piping, filters, valves, gauges and 
pump. 
  
control [42].  The throttle valve control is provided through a closed loop system 
consisting of the Lesker Type 655™ pressure controller and a diaphragm manometer 
(model KJL902020™).  The pressure controller has onboard PID control, but is 
connected to the reactor primary control system through a 25 pin digital signal control 
cable.  
Many other considerations were used in the design of the vacuum system for the 
new reactor.  With the use of the chloride gasses comes the chance for corrosion, so 
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proper measures must be taken to contain this problem.  Whenever possible, straight solid 
QF40 316 ss lines were used for the construction because of their thick walls and flexible 
lines were used sparingly because their thin walls have developed leaks in the past on 
MF1.  An extra chemical filter was installed upstream to help filter the chlorides out of 
the line and prevent corrosion.  Finally, to enable atmospheric pressure processing, the 
vent line was installed after the first two filters.  This line has a normally open valve to 
allow venting of the chamber in case of a power outage. 
The final design consideration for the vacuum system involved measuring the 
pressure at crucial points along the path of conductance.  As previously mentioned, there 
is a diaphragm manometer measuring pressure at the throttle valve to provide closed loop 
control.  The diaphragm manometer reads pressures from 1-1500 Torr.  A T.C. gauge is 
placed at the pump inlet for testing the pumping status, and it can measure from 1 mTorr 
to atmospheric pressure (i.e., 760 Torr).  At the head plate of the reactor, two gauges are 
placed to read pressure in the reaction tube.  These gauges are important to check for the 
leak-back rate within the tube before processing and to indicate the pressure difference 
between the reaction tube and vacuum lines.  A diaphragm manometer is coupled with a 
Pirani gauge to read pressures from 1 mTorr to 1500 Torr. 
 
2.5  Primary control system 
The original reactor developed by T. Schattner was designed with a semi-
automatic control system composed of a PLC logic controller for control of safety 
systems and valves and a computer with analog I/O cards for control of gas flow and 
temperature regulation [10].  The decision behind this separation of control systems was 
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due to technological capabilities at the time the system was created (late 1990’s).  The 
computer operating system at the time was Microsoft Windows 98™, a system that was 
highly unstable with a registry that often became corrupted over time, so to ensure safe 
operation the reliable PLC system was chosen for all systems concerning safety and 
system regulation [10].  The PC was included to provide user access and flexibility 
during processing because the PLC is highly inflexible towards complex controls [10].  
This dual brain control system, although it provided stability, made system process 
automation nearly impossible, so each experiment had to be performed manually.  With 
advances in both PC computer technology and operating systems, the entire system could 
be designed under the control of one brain, thus enabling the prospect of total automation 
of the system. 
The new reactor system was designed for total control under one PC system.  The 
PC has three PCI cards from National Instruments to enable control of the gas, 
temperature, and pressure systems [43].  The NI6221™, which has 16 analog inputs, and 
the NI6703™, which has 16 analog outputs, were used to follow the original reactor’s 
control design for the gas MFC’s and the RF generator [10].  These cards in the new 
design provide the means to measure and control the pressure system.  The NI6509™ 96 
digital I/O 5VDC TTL/CMOS compatible PCI card replaces the PLC to provide a means 
of activating pneumatics and safety monitoring.  The computer uses Microsoft Windows 
XP Professional™, which is a much more stable system than Windows98™ [44], and 
Labview™ 7.1 [43] provides the flexibility necessary to control the entire system 
process. 
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A problem with the original reactor was the single wires needed for the activation 
panel.  Each valve or safety process in the original system required a physical switch 
connected to the PLC for activation and display of status, which inevitably created a large 
and confusing wiring scheme [10].  Because of this, the old system was hard to maintain 
and required a lot of wire tracing to locate problems.  The new system was designed to 
bundle wires into groups to create as few problems as possible.  The amount of inputs 
and outputs going to different destinations required a system of organization, and two 
boxes were created to enable the organization of these signals.  The first box, which was 
located in the wall of the cleanroom above the MF2 computer, houses the physical 
vacuum gauge monitors, pressure control system, a linear +15/-15/+5 VCD power 
supply, and organizational breakout boards.  This box also includes a physical emergency 
switch and system power switch.  The breakout boards enable the 32 analog I/O and 96 
digital I/O routing to the appropriate areas on the reactor.  In this box the analog I/O and 
power are grouped for routing to each individual MFC, the RF generator, vacuum gauges, 
and the pressure control system.  For ease in transport and to match the connections on 
the attached systems, 9-pin and 15-pin cable assemblies were used for these groupings.  
The digital wires were grouped into groups of 25-pin wires and 15 pin wiring systems.  A 
25-pin wire system was used to connect to the pressure control system inside the box to 
the digital control to allow computer control.  The wiring scheme and design of the 
breakout box is covered in Appendix B. 
The digital signal wires and RF control wires were routed to a secondary system 
which contains the electronics necessary for proper system operation.  The secondary box 
contains two manufactured PC boards, one containing DC solid state relays and the other 
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containing DC solid state relays, AC to DC relays, and electronics.  The board design and 
relay box schematics are displayed in Appendix C.  Even though the PC digital card 
provided 5 VDC from each of the digital supplies, the power behind each was severely 
limited, so the relays allowed the power from the 5 VDC, 12 A linear power supply to be 
routed upon activation of the digital signal.  The relays also take the load off of the 
switching power supply in the computer.  The wiring scheme is displayed in the block 
diagram of the primary control system in Figure 2.10. 
Figure 2.10:  A block diagram showing the signal routing of the control system to the various aspects of the 
reactor.  Analog output signals are in blue, analog input signals are in red, digital output signals in purple, 
and digital input signals are in green. 
 
Located on the second board are the electronics necessary to control the vacuum system 
and RF generator.  The vacuum pump motor requires a starter motor and safety system to 
operate safely.  This system, placed within reach of the vacuum pump to meet OSHA 
requirements, has a starter solenoid which can only be activated if all the safety 
conditions are met.  The safety conditions are provided by various sensors wired in series 
along the solenoid’s electrical path.  There is an overload sensor, a low current sensor, a 
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thermal snap switch for detecting pump overheating, a water flow sensor, and the 
emergency interlock relay.  The system of relays and sensors are located near or on the 
pump with the exception of three relays.  The relay box contains these three components, 
two of which allow the computer to start and stop the pump with digital signals, and one 
that relays a signal to the computer indicating the pump is in operation.  The schematic of 
the pump starter system is located in Appendix D. 
The final electronics on the board involve the RF generator.  The RF generator 
onboard control system use both relays and analog signals for remote control.  Two 4-20 
mA output signals can display the voltage, current, or power levels of the reactor and the 
operator can choose which two signals are displayed through a computer monitor on the 
front of the reactor.  One 4-20 mA input signal controls the output of the generator.  
Because the computer analog output card is designed for voltage, a dual current mirror 
system was created on the relay PC board to transfer a 0-5 VDC signal into a 4-20 mA 
signal.  Reactor safety status is controlled by two relays, which are attached to two of the 
digital inputs of the PC digital I/O card, and a digital output is transferred to a coil DC 
relay for the inverter enable control.  Because the inverter enable signal required a true 
open switch, a solid state relay could not be used because it still provided a conductive 
path between the junctions, thus the use of the coil relay. 
The digital output signals transferred through the relays, safety relay digital input 
signals, and fan 120 VAC are transferred through 25-pin and 9-pin cables that attach to 
the pneumatic plate located inside the manifold box.  The wires are attached to breakout 
boards located on this plate where they are routed to either the pneumatics, the safety 
systems located on the reactor systems, or the fans on the reactor housing.  The 
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pneumatics are activated through 5 VDC solenoids which require 0.94 W to activate and 
they control the various valves for gas and pressure control described earlier in the 
previous sections.  The safety system, consisting of various normally closed relays, 
includes two gas detection units, one model 2001-01™ indoor combustible gas sensor, 
1000 ppm, from Sierra Monitor, Co. [45], and one Spectrum On-Line™ HCl monitor, 5 
ppm, from Enmet, Co [46].   The normally closed relays are connected in series so either 
sensor activation will disrupt the circuit and cause a fault.  The water sensor FPR126™, a 
1.5 to 12 Gal/min adjustable paddle style active water sensor, from Omega Inc. [47], is 
used to ensure that cooling water is running through the system before RF activation.  
The final safety system routed from the control panel is the door system, consisting of 
two rocker switches, one on each side door, and one magnetic switch for the main sliding 
door.  Once again the system is connected in series so one breach of a door during 
operation will cause a break in the circuit and activate the control system emergency 
mode. 
The computer system has the Labview7.2™ platform loaded to provide the means 
to control the entire reactor process.  Labview™ provides a real-time software 
environment and is considered a powerful control program.  The original reactor system 
designed by T. Schattner used Labview6.0™ to control the MFC’s and RF generator 
[10].  During the author’s senior design project for the BSEE degree, a new control 
algorithm in Labview was developed to add the chlorinated gasses used for R. Myers-
Ward dissertation work [31].  The Labview™ VI’s (virtual instruments) developed in this 
project were expanded in the fall of 2005 to meet the requirements of the new reactor, 
namely by adding the digital controls and including all the processes controlled by the 
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PLC in the first reactor.  The program was also expanded to have total control of the RF 
generator and pumping system, which the first reactor control has limited or no input, so 
as to enable a future total automation of the growth process.  Figure 2.11 shows the final 
user interface as displayed from the computer system.  Dual monitors were required to 
display all of the reactor functions for the user to safely view them without difficulty.  
Appendix E contains the entire reactor program developed for the reactor control system. 
 
2.6  Summary 
The design of the new CVD reactor system, fondly named MF2, was the 
accumulation of knowledge and research done for the original MF1 SiC reactor built at 
USF.  This new reactor combines the best qualities from various sub-systems in the first 
reactor and was designed to overcome problems that the MF1 reactor had encountered in 
its many years of operation.  The new system provides a single computer control to vary 
temperature, pressure, and gas flow and incorporates new hot zone designs to improve 
single crystal SiC epitaxial growth, and expand the size of samples from 50 mm to 100 
mm.  With the system under the control of a primary control unit, eventual automation 
can be achieved which is currently underway by I. Haslebarth of our group who is 
designing a fully-automatic control system as part of his capstone design course (fall 
2006, implementation winter 2006-2007). Now that the system has been constructed, 
each sub-system must be thoroughly tested before SiC growth and materials processing 
can commence, which will be discussed in the next chapter.  
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 2.11:  A picture of the operational panel for the Labview™ reactor control program set in default 
mode.  The system requires a dual monitor video system to display the entire front panel.  The left 
monitor displays the panel in (a), and the right monitor displays the panel displayed in (b).  Each process 
of the reactor is separated in to blocks of different color to help the operator during processing. 
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Chapter 3:   System Assembly and Preliminary Testing
 
3.1  System assembly overview 
As described in the previous chapter, a SiC reactor is the collection of numerous 
components, each having to be either designed and custom built, or located through 
numerous vendors of specialty scientific and industrial products.  The summer of 2005 
was spent locating, planning, and ordering the various parts necessary for the reactor 
construction. 
By the fall of 2005, the Pentium Celeron™ computer had arrived along with the 
majority of the control components.  The computer system was assembled in the student 
laboratory to provide access to the internet, which was not available at the time in the 
cleanroom, for purposes of accessing the help and files provided by National Instruments 
[43].  The National Instruments Labview™ control program was created at this time and 
tested through detection of the voltage levels of the input and output channels.  Fall 
brought about the machining of the anodized Al panels and stainless steel custom parts 
required for the system’s housing and hot wall assembly.  As the year closed out, the 
frame, housing and stainless parts were installed in the cleanroom chase way by S. E. 
Saddow, I Haselbarth, and the author. 
A few modifications had to be made on the reactor housing due to slight problems 
with the design and machine work.  The side doors had to be mounted with sliding inserts 
between the door plate and the reactor frame to allow the hinges to swing freely.  The 
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manifold housing was constructed to be attached with screws, but to provide easier 
maintenance access, piano hinges were added to allow the doors to swing upward. 
With the construction of the housing and reactor frame completed, the vacuum 
system and gas manifold system could be added to the existing frame easily.  The author 
completed the addition of the vacuum system, while R. Myers-Ward and I. Haselbarth 
worked on the construction of the gas manifold and gas lines.  Y. Shishkin and S. Harvey 
were called upon to lend assistance to the vacuum and gas manifold systems because of 
the complexity and amount of work to be completed.  Soon after the completion of these 
tasks, the new lines were leak checked by R. Everly, a cleanroom specialist employed at 
the University of South Florida NNRC facility.  He uses a mass spectrometer specially 
tuned to detect He gas flow rates inside a vacuumed line.  The VCR fittings have bleed 
holes on all fittings which He gas is passed over.  If a leak exists, the He will be sucked 
into the vacuumed lines and can be detected at leak rates down to ~10-9 Torr.  All welds, 
gaskets, and QF type fittings on the reactor were checked in this manner, and all leaks 
detected were repaired as they were detected. 
December, 2005, through March of 2006 marked the assembly of the control 
system wiring breakout and relay boxes.  Both of these boxes were designed to be 
welded, but due to the increased load on the CoE machine shop, the boxes were 
assembled by the author and S. E. Saddow.  Al requires special welding environments, 
and after a failed attempt at welding the box with an arc-welder, the author decided to use 
nuts and bolts to rivet the sides of the box together.  When the wiring and soldering of the 
two boxes was finished, they were mounted to the cleanroom wall and the cables were 
attached to the various pressure, gas flow, and RF devices necessary to run the reactor.  
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The computer system was attached to the breakout box, and each wire was tested with a 
voltmeter to ensure proper connection.  The computer Labview™ program was initiated 
and briefly tested to ensure continuous control system operation (long run times of days) 
without major problems.  By the end of March 2006, the reactor was ready to begin 
functional testing, starting with the safety system. 
 
3.2  Interlock safety tests 
As briefly described in the previous chapter, the primary control system consists 
of various sensors and devices used for the detection of dangerous conditions within the 
reactor environment.  The Labview™ program is written to work in three separate 
running modes: safe, process, and emergency.  The interlocks are designed to move the 
program from safe, or process, mode into emergency mode.  The interlocks are door 
opening, water flow, vacuum pressure, gas leak, RF trip, electrical power interruption, 
and a user-initiated emergency button nicknamed the ‘OS’ button.  The safe mode is the 
mode which the system is placed in when processing is not happening.  During safe mode 
interaction, the gasses and RF generator cannot be activated, and only the vacuum pump 
can be activated for preparation of the reaction chamber.  In this mode, only the power, 
gas, and OS emergency interlocks are active.  Processing mode enables all activities of 
the reactor, therefore all interlocks have the ability to shut down the process.  When the 
system is placed in emergency mode, all valves are closed, with the exception of the two 
normally-open vent and the Ar purge valves, and all gasses and the RF generator are 
switched off.  All gases and RF power are reset to a zero setpoint level to avoid 
reactivation of the system to a full processing level without reinitializing the entire 
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system.  As an additive measure, the cooling fans are activated to assist in gas control, 
but they of course will not work in a power fault situation.  The Ar gas will purge the 
reaction tube and force the gasses out of the system through the vent even in the case of a 
power outage.  The emergency situation must be deactivated, and all the interlocks reset 
before the system returns into safe operation mode. However, if the unsafe condition still 
exists (i.e., a particular interlock has not been cleared), the system will be placed in 
emergency again when the interlocks activate again. 
The major initiator of the emergency condition is the OS button, a virtual button 
located on the computer interface, and a physical button located on the breakout box.  
Activation of this button overrides all reactor activities, no matter what mode it is in.  
Both of these buttons were tested in safe and processing mode to ensure this system 
worked correctly before any testing of the system continued.  The next major part of the 
emergency system is provided by a Tripp Lite™ Internet Office [48], 700 VA, 425 W 
UPS battery backup system which will provide more than fourteen minutes of power to 
the PC system if a power fault occurs.  This system powers not only the PC, but the 
power to the solenoids and MFC’s through the linear power supply so the computer can 
still control them in the event of the power loss.  This system was tested to verify at least 
five minutes of power was available when not connected to the main power. 
The next tests involved the doors.  All three doors when opened either break the 
spring switch connection for the side doors, or the magnetic connection for the loading 
door, and the interlock immediately activates.  The water system was tested in a similar 
manner by activating and deactivating the water supply.  The pressure system was tested 
by turning on the pump, although this system also needs the water turned on as well to 
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activate the starter circuit (see Appendix D).  The RF system faults are detected through a 
system of two relays from the main system board inside the RF generator.  A series of 
logical status commands indicate if the system is functioning correctly; however the RF 
system cannot be safely forced into these conditions to test the system.  Instead, testing 
involved using the software to test the conditions for activation, and the author verified 
that the relays worked with a voltmeter.   
The final two system tests were not as straight forward to achieve because 
activation of these systems could mean exposing the system and tester to dangerous 
conditions.  The power system relay is connected to power that supplies one of the 
cleanroom wall outlets, so instead of turning off the power to the outlet, this system was 
tested by disconnecting the relay from the power.  The PC UPS system was unplugged to 
verify at least five minutes of running time as well.  The gas detection systems were not 
truly testable because releasing the gasses into the system was not viable.  Instead, these 
systems have a test mode, so the reaction to activation of the sensor to gas could at least 
be tested.   
Now that all the systems were tested and working, the system program had to be 
modified slightly to avoid immediate activation and deactivation of the interlocks.  To 
prevent the system from shutting down due to a slight loss of water supply, a five second 
timer was added so the system could have time to correct itself.  Power was limited to 
thirty seconds to avoid small power brownouts.  The RF system, due to switching in the 
relay system, would cause a fault when the system was powered on, so a five second 
delay was added to this interlock.  The remaining interlocks were left non-delayed and 
will throw the system into emergency if activated.  With the interlocks all tested and 
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operating correctly, the reactor could now begin to be tested in earnest, beginning with 
the vacuum system. 
 
3.3  Vacuum testing 
The vacuum system tests not only evaluate if the system can be pumped down to 
operating pressures, but if the system can maintain a low vacuum level for an extended 
period of time.  This test not only evaluates the integrity of the vacuum lines, but it also 
tests the various gaskets and seals used to mount the quartz tube to the steel faceplates in 
the reactor housing.    The controls and pump interlocks were tested during the interlock 
tests.  Because these tests were successful, the pumping sequence was initiated by 
activating the bypass line.  This line is developed with a smaller conductance to prevent a 
large outflow of gasses which can cause the hot-wall insulation and the samples inside 
the susceptor to move toward the drum outlet.  When the pressure is reduced to around 
the 200 Torr range, the poppet valve was opened, and the main vacuum line could now be 
used to pump down the reactor at an increased pumping speed.  With both of these valves 
tested and working correctly, the pressure on the gauges was monitored until it read 
below 2 Torr in the chamber.  The Pirani gauge was activated so as to read pressures in 
the mTorr range.   
The main pumping test involves measurement of the leak-back rate, or the rate at 
which pressure leaks back into the system at low pressure.  Oxygen is a problem for 
system operation because of the hazardous gasses involved in processing, so it must be 
eliminated from the system and not allowed to reenter for the duration of the growth 
process.  For the reactor system, a leak-back rate of 10 mTorr/min at a system pressure of 
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500 mTorr is required for safe operation [49].  To test this, all valves are closed in the 
vacuum system, and the vacuum is monitored to evaluate the leak rate per minute.  The 
initial tests at the end of April 2006 had the leak-back rate at greater than 30 mTorr/min.  
After inspection of the chamber, it was discovered that the machining of the reactor drum 
and faceplate were suspect, so they had to be machined to make them smoother.  After 
careful reconstruction of the reactor chamber, tests were once again performed at the end 
of July 2006.  The tests were preformed on the chamber alone, and the chamber with the 
insulating foam and susceptor.  The results of the test are in Figure 3.1.  The difference in 
the leak-back between the empty chamber and the chamber with the hot-zone is due to 
the out-gassing of gasses trapped in the porous foam.  This effect is seen with new foam, 
but lessens over time as the foam is heated as seen in the graphs displayed in Figure 3.1.   
The pressure control system also required testing and adjustment to correctly 
control the low pressures needed for crystal growth.  First, computer digital and analog 
control of the pressure controller was evaluated, and then the system was adjusted 
through the flow of Ar gas.  The system needed to adjust the internal PID system to the 
working load of the system, using an on-board set of parameters similar to the PID 
optimization parameters discussed in Chapter 1, so the maximum current process flow of 
30 slm Ar was activated to allow the controller to adjust the system pressure When the 
controller was finished detecting the system pressure range, the pressure could be 
maintained at any value under 200 Torr with an accuracy of ±2 Torr. 
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Figure 3.1:  A graph three leak-back rate tests performed on the MF2 LPCVD reactor.  Leak-back tests 
performed at a pressure of 150 mTorr to 500 mTorr. 
  
3.4  Gas manifold tests 
The gas manifold was the next item to be tested to prepare for reactor operation, 
and there were two modes within the computer program to test the proper activation of 
the gasses.  The system was designed to only allow purging gasses and the venting of 
gasses during safe mode operation, and the flow of all gasses to the chamber would only 
be allowed during processing mode.   
The initial testing began in the safe mode.  The purge gasses were tested first to 
make sure that the chamber could be purged effectively in the case of an emergency.  Ar 
is the main safety purge gas, and H2 is used as a purge for the backfilling of the chamber 
after low-pressure pumping.  These two gasses were successful in the test, so each MFC 
could now be tested through the vent valve located in the manifold.  To begin the gas 
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flow through a line, the safety valve needs to be activated to open the valve at the gas 
bottle.  Then, each of the MFC’s were sent a control signal of 0-5 VDC corresponding to 
a flow setpoint for the particular gas tested, and the vent valve was opened to allow flow 
through the MFC to the vent.  The MFC’s were able to control the flow of each gas with 
only a 10 mVDC swing in return voltage. 
The final testing involved placing the system into process mode.  Within this 
mode, as mentioned before, all interlocks were active to ensure system safety.  To begin 
the flow of gasses into the chamber, a process enable switch must be activated.  This 
switch enables both the process valves, the main valve for the chamber, and enables the 
activation of the RF generator.  The process valves were tested, and gas flow was tested 
into the chamber, to ensure that the program and valves were working correctly.  With 
these tests done, the system was ready for the final tests and the first heating of the hot 
zone/graphite foam. 
 
3.5  RF and control system tests 
The final testing of the system would involve the first heating of the system to 
fully test the control system in process mode.  This test would ensure the control system 
could effectively control all aspects of the reactor system and provide the final test before 
the system was used to grow an epitaxial film.  For this test, the reactor was pumped 
down, backfilled with Ar, and placed into process mode.  To avoid complications during 
the test, the heating of the system was only conducted under Ar flow.  The RF generator 
was activated and the power to the generator was slowly increased, and the power output 
of the RF generator monitored with each increase.  Roughly, the current mirror provides a 
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1 KW power output increase for every 0.1 VDC increase in the control input.  The optical 
mirrors, viewing telescope, and pyrometer system were adjusted to provide optimum 
temperature readings from the pyrometer.  The optimum signal is achieved through a 
careful adjustment of the Gimble style mount, aiming the pyrometer at the hole machined 
in the ceiling plate of the susceptor, until a maximum signal is located.  The viewing 
telescope and mirrors are adjusted until the full growth area inside the susceptor can be 
viewed by the operator.  The output of the pyrometer was graphed and the value recorded 
through the Labview™ software, and evaluation for the PID values was derived from this 
data and the Zieglar-Nichols's optimization method.  The graph of the data and 
parameters for the method are given in Figure 3.2, and the values for the PID calculated 
are P = 1.32, I = 11.9, and D = 2.98.  The values of the PID produce an acceptable control 
of the temperature with only a 1°C swing. 
 
3.6  Summary 
Testing the LPCVD reactor system, MF2, involves a systematic evaluation of all 
components of the system.  The safety of the system, being a foremost consideration for 
the operator and the environment the system is housed in, was performed first.  After the 
successful testing of this system, the reactor needed to be tested for leak-back rate and 
pressure control through a series of tests with the vacuum system.  Gas viability within 
the purge and process system were tested next, followed by a full system test using the 
RF heating system.  With each of these systems tested, and the control system proving its 
ability to manage these systems, the reactor was ready to begin the growth of 3C-SiC 
epitaxial films on Si substrates. The next chapter will explain the epitaxial growth process 
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for 3C-SiC, and how this process, which was developed in MF1, was used to develop a 
new growth process to grow a 100 mm wafer in MF2.  
 
 
Figure 3.2:  A graph of the data gathered during the PID tuning for the RF generator heating system.  The 
graph was used to evaluate values for the PID control using the Zieglar-Nichols's optimization method. 
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Chapter 4:   Reactor Growth Experiments
 
4.1  Silicon melt test 
The first step in growing 3C-SiC on a Si substrate involves calibrating the system 
for the error in temperature read through the pyrometer system.  3C-SiC has the 
advantage of using large-area, low-cost Si as a substrate for growth making it less 
expensive than 4H and 6H-SiC which require higher growth temperatures and more 
expensive substrates.  Although the pyrometer system is an accurate method of 
measuring the temperature of the substrate because it has been constructed to match the 
CVD system optical path length between the pyrometer and the susceptor, small 
variations in the reactor environment can cause a discrepancy in the actual temperature of 
the system.  The method to measure this error and calibrate the growth process 
accordingly is to perform the so-called Si melt test.   
Si melts at 1410°C under standard pressure and temperature (STP) conditions, so 
this fact is exploited to calibrate the temperature monitoring system.  A small piece of Si 
is placed on a 4H-SiC sample and placed in the reactor hot zone in the same location as a 
substrate is placed for growth.  The system is heated under H2 gas flow, again mimicking 
the growth flow rate of the carrier, until ~1300°C, when the sample is monitored visually 
by the operator to note when melting occurs.  The temperature is then slowly increased 
until the Si sample melts, and then immediately the system is cooled under H2/Ar flow.  
The swift cooling allows surface tension in the melted Si to form a small peak, which is 
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then used to find the temperature difference with the actual melting point of Si and the 
pyrometer temperature reading during the next heat-up cycle.  Several tests are performed 
at both atmospheric and low pressure to establish the error in temperature readings. 
These tests are preformed routinely when a hot-zone is first placed within the 
reaction chamber.  Usually, there are multiple pieces of the Si/4H-SiC samples placed 
onto the testing susceptor to test the temperature difference across the entire growth zone 
for both 50 mm and 100 mm diameter wafers.  The pieces are placed in a cross or an x-
pattern to determine the temperature differences from front to back and side to side in the 
hot zone.  The initial tests of the growth zone in the reactor showed a 40°C difference in 
temperature from front to back, and a 1°C difference from side to side within the growth 
zone.  Uniformity in the temperature across the growth zone is important to proper 
epitaxial growth and to prevent the Si substrate (when growing 3C-SiC on Si) from 
melting to the SiC polyplate that is placed into the hot zone to facilitate sample 
insertion/extraction.  By repositioning the RF induction coil to be more compressed in the 
back end of the hot zone than the front, this difference in temperature measured was 
reduced to 7°C from front to back, and 7°C side to side.  With the temperature accuracy 
of the hot zone measured the reactor was now ready to begin 3C-SiC growth. 
 
4.2  3C-SiC growth experiments 
The growth of 3C-SiC in a LPCVD reactor follows guidelines previously 
established through the efforts of research done at the University of South Florida on the 
original reactor, MF1.  A baseline process with two distinct processes was developed to 
successfully grow 3C-SiC on Si substrates [50, 51].  The process shown in Figure 4.1 
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shows the time, temperature, and gasses used during the first and second growth steps, 
named carbonization and 3C-SiC growth, respectively.  The first temperature ramp and 
plateau make up the carbonization phase which introduces carbon into the system at 
atmospheric pressure to initiate the growth of a few monolayers of 3C-SiC.  The second 
ramp and plateau begin introducing silane slowly to facilitate the continuation of the 
crystal growth, at the system is switched to low pressure at the end of the ramp.  After 
growth, the gasses are turned off and H2 gas is purged initially to perform a slight etching 
of the grown material, and then cool down proceeds normally in Ar flow.  
 
Figure 4.1:  The baseline growth schedule for 3C-SiC epitaxial processing.  Time is represented on the x-
axis, temperature on the y-axis, and precursor and transport flow are shown with separate graphs with the 
y-axis translating to flow rates.  Original picture provided by M. Reyes [51]. 
 
Many experiments needed to be conducted to establish the baseline growth 
process.  After the initial melt tests, small samples of (100) Si were diced into 10 mm x 8 
die and used to first establish the proper flows of precursor gasses for a good 
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carbonization.  Carbonization is considered good when there are few to no etch pits after 
carbonization as viewed under an optical microscope.  Once the carbonization process 
was deemed to have been established, the silane ramp was introduced to determine the 
proper saline flow necessary for 3C-SiC nucleation.  Too much silane produces a white, 
milky like film, but not enough produces more etch pits as seen in the carbonization 
ramp.  A proper 3C-SiC thin film will have color bands (i.e., Newton’s fringes) and their 
spacing depends on the thickness of the produced layer.  When the process was 
established, a 50 mm wafer was loaded and a fifteen minute run produced a good quality 
film of ~5 μm in thickness.   
The reactor was re-configured for 100 mm growth by extracting the 50 mm hot-
zone and inlet liner.  The new insulation foam, susceptor, and 100 mm inlet liner were 
loaded into the reactor, and a new RF induction coil constructed to cover the entire length 
of the newly installed (and longer) hot-zone.  The adjustments to the reactor required a 
repeat of the vacuum test to insure proper seals and the melt test to establish the 
temperature difference across the entire 100 mm growth zone.  Beginning with the 
process flow established by the 50 mm 3C-SiC growth, the carbonization and silane 
ramps were adjusted to meet the new size of the sample.  Figure 4.2 displays a picture of 
the 50 mm and 100 mm wafer grown in the completed 200 mm 3C-SiC LPCVD reactor.  
The 100 mm wafer shows the 3C-SiC layer did not completely cover the entire surface.  
Unfortunately, the gradient difference experienced within the hot-zone was over 61 ° C, 
and this large gradient required a much lower temperature for growth to ensure the Si did 
not melt.  Simply scaling the design used for the 50 mm hot-zone did not produce a 
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viable 100 mm process, and much more simulation and redesign will have to be 
conducted in the future for successful epitaxial growth on the larger substrate size. 
 
(a)   (b) 
Figure 4.2:  Photographs of the (a) 50 mm and (b) 100 mm 3C-SiC wafers grown with the MF2 LPCVD 
reactor.  Newton’s fringes are visible as the green, yellow, and violet bands of color on the wafer surface. 
 
4.3  Summary 
The growth process of 3C-SiC on a Si substrate was based from the basic process 
developed at the University of South Florida through the use of the original reactor, MF1.  
This process has been developed over the years through a great number of hours of 
research by S. E. Saddow, T. Schattner, R. Myers, S. Rao, Y. Shishkin, M. Reyes, and S. 
Harvey.  This process was modified empirically to produce the growth of a 3C-SiC 
crystal film, first on a small 10 mm x 8 mm samples, followed by a 50 mm wafer, and 
finally a 100 mm wafer.  Although the 100 mm growth was only partially successful, the 
reactor has proven it can successfully grow on the other two smaller sizes.  The initial 
reason to build and construct this reactor was to separate the 4H/6H-SiC growth from the 
3C-SiC growth.  The reactor control system provides a flexibility not possible with the 
previous reactor, and this flexibility aided in the quick development of a 3C-SiC baseline 
process.
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Chapter 5:   Conclusions and Future Work
 
5.1  Conclusions 
The semiconductor material, SiC, has seen an increase in interest by researchers 
and industry alike because of its inherent chemical resistance, physical hardness, and 
electrical properties.  Although the polytypes 4H and 6H-SiC lend themselves to high-
power and high-frequency electronics because of a larger bandgap, the 3C-SiC polytype 
has begun to receive interest in the MEMS and biological fields of study.  The 3C-SiC 
polytype, unlike its counterparts of 4H and 6H-SiC, can be grown at relatively low 
temperatures and on large-area Si substrates.  This makes the growth of 3C-SiC less 
expensive simply because the expense of a SiC substrate is not needed for growth.  Some 
of the current research grants the SiC group at University of South Florida have involved 
3C-SiC growth on Si molds for MEMS applications and biological applications through 
research pioneered by Camilla Colletti for her doctorial dissertation [52].   
A grant through ONR in 2005 enabled the construction of a second LPCVD 
reactor for the SiC group at the University of South Florida.  At this time, the author, who 
had worked on an upgrade of the present LPCVD system, MF1, was given the 
opportunity to design and build this new reactor.  The author proposed a system with one 
primary central control that would facilitate the growth variables better than the current 
system which split the system into a two control system.  The design of the housing and 
control of the new LPCVD reactor system began in the summer of 2005 using the 
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original reactor as a template.  The new design made general functionality improvements 
in the reactor housing and used a PC computer as the basis of the primary control system.  
This system was built through the design guidelines developed in the winter of 2005, and 
construction was completed in the spring of 2006.  Testing and initial growth processing 
was conducted in the summer of 2006, and the system made its first 50 mm diameter 
whole-wafer growth on a 3C-SiC film on September 11, 2006. 
The new reactor design demonstrates that it is possible to control the numerous 
aspects of the reactor, such as process pressure, gas flow, and temperature, with one 
central system while maintaining the support system necessary for the safety of the 
operator and the environment.  The mistakes made in the numerous upgrades of the first 
reactor from 75mm to 200mm were eliminated in the new system.  Technological 
advances in the PC microprocessor, operating system, and support software enabled the 
change in system design that was considered unfeasible during the creation of the original 
reactor.  The new design also resulted in a reduction of reactor components, a problem 
that made the original reactor difficult to repair and maintain.  The panel of lighted 
switches, along with the wiring to connect these activation switches to the PLC, has been 
transformed into a virtual device displayed on a computer screen and controlled with the 
use of a mouse.  Incorporation of the pressure control and indicator devices into the 
reactor control system gives a dimension of freedom not available in the original reactor.  
Finally, the RF generator and MFC control, little changed from the original upgrade done 
by the author for his senior design project [53], were improved by adding the valve and 
safety controls in tandem to make a better overall control system. 
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The new reactor design also facilitated the increase in size of substrate size from 
50 mm to 100 mm diameter wafers.  Real estate on a wafer is an important consideration 
in device manufacture.  More space on a wafer reduces processing costs by enabling the 
same amount of processing to gain more devices.  SiC needs to increase the wafer size to 
help reduce costs from processing, especially since SiC takes much more to produce 
single crystal materials than the standard Si wafer.  The reactor was designed not only to 
produce more material for the various research programs the SiC group conducts each 
year, but to produce this material more efficiently for these experiments.    The new 
LPCVD reactor has proven that it can grow 3C-SiC effectively and will be a signiffigant 
asset to the SiC group at USF for years to come. 
 
5.2  Future work 
The new reactor, having a single primary control system, has a major advantage 
over the first reactor constructed at USF.  Automation of the entire 3C-SiC growth 
process is currently being implemented by I. Haselbarth of the USF SiC group for his 
senior design project to earn his BSEE degree [54].  The project involves adding another 
mode to the Labview™ program that was written by the author that allows a recipe to be 
executed by the PC computer system.  This mode follows the baseline process developed 
on the reactor during the summer of 2006 and consists of a pop-up menu and execution 
button.  Because all systems are under the ultimate control of the system, this revision of 
the program is possible and should be completed by the end of 2006. 
Although most of the reactor modifications were successful, one system does not 
work as required.  The ledge and railing system that enable the pyrometer and optics to 
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be maneuvered out of the way when the hot-zone is loaded does not function as expected, 
as predicted by S. Saddow, but unfortunately the advice was ignored by the author.  The 
pyrometer must be adjusted every time it is moved back into position to read the hot-zone 
temperature because sliding the pyrometer results in vibrations that misalign the 
pyrometer optics.  These misalignments either require another melt test to be performed 
to ensure the temperature is known to a sufficient degree of accuracy, or the system that 
causes the misalignment needs to be redesigned.   
The redesign would require that the pyrometer is securely fastened in a stable 
position as to facilitate temperature acquisition repeatability.  The door system needs to 
be redesigned to stabilize the pyrometer.  The solution the author would like to see 
implemented is to remove the current loading door of the reactor and replace it with a 
sturdy door connected directly to the frame by a large hinge.  Opening the larger door 
vertically, as is done with the current design, would be difficult due to the greater weight, 
and the possibility of someone slamming the door down by accident would be increased.  
So the door will be made to swing out, as Dr. S. Saddow originally suggested, and the 
pyrometer could then be fixed to a non-movable mount attached to the door, and 
therefore, the sturdier frame. The only physical motion that the pyrometer would sense 
will be from the Gimble mount which is used for precision aiming of the instrument.  
This would free up the ledge for use as a loading and unloading dock, and prevent the 
accidental damage of the pyrometer in this heavily trafficked zone.  This proposition will 
need careful planning and execution to acquire the parts strong enough to withstand the 
constant handling.  The pyrometer is an expensive and delicate piece of equipment, so all 
precautions to protect it from damage must be taken. 
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The unsuccessful growth of 3C-SiC requires a redesign of the hot-zone, 
specifically the susceptor, to alleviate the incredible temperature gradient within the 100 
mm growth zone.  The first step to achieve a correction of this problem will be to 
characterize the temperature along the entire length and width of the growth zone.  With 
this data, the geometrical design of the zone, and the gas flow regimen used during the 
growth process, a detailed simulation can be performed to characterize the reaction 
chamber.  Modifications can then be made and simulated to determine the most efficient 
design for the susceptor.  Semitech shall be used again because they have demonstrated 
with the first reactor, MF1, the ability to accurately determine the location of the most 
favorable growth zone, which was verified through later experiments.  Armed with this 
knowledge, a new susceptor can be created and tested that will allow the final 
actualization of 3C-SiC epitaxial growth on a 100 mm Si substrate. 
The reactor will also be used to provide material for the upcoming biological and 
MEMS research within the SiC group at the University of South Florida.  SiC is known 
to be a biocompatible material and has been used in many applications in the bio-medical 
field, however, much is not understood about the relationship of SiC and biological 
interactions, so there is much more to learn and explore.  MEMS applications, especially 
in relation to biological sensors, may also be investigated, and 3C-SiC will be used as the 
prospective material.  3C-SiC is inherently harder than Si, and chemically inert, so 
complications may be created in working with the material, but, because it can be grown 
using Si as a substrate, the 3C-SiC material can be used to coat already manufactured 
molds.  The SiC group has also had past success in using 3C-SiC coated MEMS devices 
created in this fashion.  The author has currently been accepted into the doctorial program 
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at USF and will be involved in some of the biological and MEMS applications within the 
SiC group. 
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Appendices
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Appendix A:  Reactor housing and hot-wall chamber drawings 
 
The 3C-SiC reactor, MF2, needed a large amount of planning and precise 
mechanical drawings.  The reactor housing and chamber are all custom machined by 
various machining companies to meet the stringent requirements a full 200 mm reactor 
requires.  The complete reactor housing and hot-wall drawings (September 2006) that 
were used in the creation of the reactor custom made components are provided in this 
Appendix.  The original drawings for the use by these machinists to fashion the 
components of the reactor were drafted with the aid of AutoCAD-autodesk2005™ by I. 
Haselbarth and converted to .jpeg format for viewing without the AutoCAD™ software.  
The first part of this appendix covers the exterior housing of the reactor, the second part 
covers the internal reactor chamber, and the final part displays the hot-zone components. 
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Appendix A: (Continued) 
Reactor housing mechanical drawings: 
 
(a)  
 
(b) 
Figure A.1:  Mechanical drawings displaying the specifications of the (a) back wall and (b) base plate for 
the reactor housing. 
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Appendix A: (Continued) 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure A.2:  Mechanical drawings displaying the specifications of the (a) reactor ceiling and (b) the Al 
frame assembly. 
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Appendix A: (Continued) 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
 
Figure A.3:  Mechanical drawings displaying the specifications of the (a) rear loading door (b) the left door 
of the reactor housing. 
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Appendix A: (Continued) 
 
(a) 
(b) 
 
Figure A.4:  Mechanical drawings displaying the specifications of the (a) right door and the (b) manifold 
base. 
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Appendix A: (Continued) 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
 
Figure A.5:  Mechanical drawings displaying the specifications of the (a) manifold top cover and  (b) the 
assembly sketch for the chamber  housing. 
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Appendix A: (Continued) 
Reaction chamber mechanical drawings: 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
 
Figure A.6:  Mechanical drawings displaying the specifications of the (a) front mounting plate and the (b) 
front mounting plate support for the reaction chamber. 
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Appendix A: (Continued) 
 
(a)  
 
(b) 
 
Figure A.7:  Mechanical drawings displaying the specifications of the (a) gas diffusion plate and the (b) 
back barrel door for the reaction chamber. 
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Appendix A: (Continued) 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
 
Figure A.8:  Mechanical drawings displaying the specifications of the (a) back door assembly and the (b) 
drum support mount. 
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Appendix A: (Continued) 
 
(a) 
 
(b)  
 
Figure A.9:  Mechanical drawings displaying the specifications of the reaction chamber for (a) the main 
drum back view and (b) side view. 
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Appendix A: (Continued) 
 
(a) 
 
(b)  
 
Figure A.10:  Mechanical drawings displaying the specification of the reaction chamber for (a) the main 
drum bolt threading and (b) the drum-gasket tube stoppers. 
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Appendix A: (Continued) 
 
(a)  
 
(b) 
 
Figure A.11:  Mechanical drawings displaying the specifications of the (a) gasket flange for the quartz tube 
and the (b) front mounting plate for the reaction chamber. 
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Appendix A: (Continued) 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
 
Figure A.12:  Mechanical drawings displaying the specifications of the (a) bolt threading detail for the front 
mounting plate and (b) the front mounting plate support for the reaction chamber. 
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Appendix A: (Continued) 
 
(a)  
 
(b)  
 
Figure A.13:  Mechanical drawings displaying the specifications of the (a) front mounting plate VCR gland 
welds and the  (b) reactor tube assembly. 
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Appendix A: (Continued) 
Hot-zone mechanical drawings: 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
 
Figure A.14:  Mechanical drawings displaying the specifications of the (a) 100 mm hot-zone carbon foam 
insulation and (b) the 100 mm graphite susceptor bottom. 
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Appendix A: (Continued) 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure A.15:  Mechanical drawings displaying the specifications of the (a) 100 mm susceptor top and the 
(b) 100 mm quartz inlet liner. 
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Appendix A: (Continued) 
 
(a)  
 
(b) 
 
Figure A.16:  Mechanical drawings displaying the specifications of the (a) 100 mm female graphite adaptor 
for the quartz inlet liner and the (b) 100 mm male adaptor for the carbon foam insulation. 
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Appendix A: (Continued) 
Assembled reactor photographs: 
 
(a)   (b)  
 
(c)  
 
Figure A.17:  Three photographs displaying the assembled (a) reactor housing, (b) the manifold, and (c) the 
reaction chamber loaded with the hot-zone and quartz inlet liner. 
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Appendix A: (Continued) 
 
(a)  
 
(b) 
 
Figure A.18:  Photographs displaying the (a) rear, or loading, drum assembly, and (b) a view of the reactor 
from inside the cleanroom that displays the pyrometer assembly, loading door, and an operational reactor. 
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Appendix A: (Continued) 
 
(a) 
 
 
(b) 
 
Figure A.19:  Photographs displaying the (a) rear of the reaction zone, and (b) front of the reaction zone 
which display the reactor in fully operational mode. 
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Appendix B:  Breakout box drawings and reactor control wiring 
 
The breakout box houses the main control system components of the reactor that 
are not contained within the PC computer. The box is designed to separate the main DC 
power supply from the more sensitive control components, such as the vacuum gauge 
indicators.  It was designed to separate the analog and digital lines from the PCI cards 
within the PC computer and reorganize them into 9, 15, and 25-pin cables for transport 
across the long distances between system components.  This section contains the 
mechanical drawings originally sketched with paper and pen by the author, then later 
transferred to AutoCAD-autodesk2005™ drawings by I. Haselbarth.  The latter part of 
the section details the wiring scheme used throughout the control system, beginning with 
the connections and assignments of each computer digital/analog card and extends 
throughout the control network system. 
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Appendix B: (Continued) 
Breakout box mechanical drawings: 
 
 
Figure B.1:  Mechanical drawing displaying the specifications of the front panel for the breakout box. 
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Appendix B: (Continued) 
 
 
Figure B.2:  Mechanical drawing displaying the specifications of the rear panel for the breakout box. 
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Appendix B: (Continued) 
 
(a)  
 
(b)  
 
(c) 
 
Figure B.3:  Mechanical drawings displaying the specifications for the (a) analog I/O drawer front, (b) 
the digital I/O drawer front, and (c) the drawer assembly for the digital I/O card. 
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Appendix B: (Continued) 
 
 
Figure B.4:  Mechanical drawing displaying the specifications of the analog I/O drawer assembly for 
the breakout box. 
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Appendix B: (Continued) 
 
(b) 
 
 
(A) 
 
(c) 
 
Figure B.5:  Mechanical drawings displaying the specifications for the (a) rear drawer front, (b) the D-pin 
connector port holes, and (c) the rear placement for the D-pin connector port holes. 
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Appendix B: (Continued) 
 
(a)  
 
 
(b)  
 
Figure B.6:  Mechanical drawings displaying the specifications for the (a) rear door with fan holes, and (b) 
the bottom side plates for the breakout box. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure B.7:  Mechanical drawings displaying the specifications for the (a) top side plates for the breakout 
box, and (b) the assembly drawing of the breakout box without the drawers and door plates mounted. 
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Pictures of assembled box: 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure B.8:  Pictures of the assembled breakout box with (a) a view from the cleanroom displaying the 
mounted drawers, gauges, pressure controller, and PC cables, and (b) a rear view of showing the cooling 
fans, MFC drawers, and transport cables. 
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Analog and digital card assignments: 
Wiring allocation for entire reactor system 
 
AI/O# - Analog I/O 
P#L# - Port number and line number digital I/O 
Breakout box (front) 
 
PCI6221 (analog input 16, analog output 2, and 16 digital I/O) 
 
AI0 – V H2 MFC return 9-pin D connector #1 pin 2, 0-5 VDC, brd. pin in. 68 (black),     
          9pin D connector #1 pin 7-8 gnd. 67 (yellow) 
AI1 – V Ar MFC return 9-pin D connector #2 pin 2, 0-5 VDC, brd. pin in. 33 (black),     
          9pin D connector #2 pin 7-8 gnd. 32 (yellow) 
AI2 – V C3H3 MFC return 9-pin D connector #3 pin 2, 0-5 VDC, brd. pin in. 65 (black),     
          9pin D connector #1 pin 7-8 gnd. 64 (yellow) 
AI3 – V SiH4 MFC return 9-pin D connector #4 pin 2, 0-5 VDC, brd. pin in. 30  
          (black), 9-pin D connector #4 pin 7-8 gnd. 29 (yellow) 
AI4 – V N2 MFC return 9-pin D connector #5 pin 2, 0-5 VDC, brd. pin in. 28 (black),  
          9-pin D connector #5 pin 7-8 gnd. 27 (yellow) 
AI5 – V HCl MFC return 9-pin D connector #6 pin 2, 0-5 VDC, brd. pin in. 60  
          (black), 9-pin D connector #6 pin 7-8 gnd. 59 (yellow) 
AI6 – V CH3Cl MFC return 9-pin D connector #7 pin 2, 0-5 VDC, brd. pin in. 25  
          (black), 9-pin D connector #7 pin 7-8 gnd. 24 (yellow)  
AI7 – V Aux 1 MFC return 9-pin D connector #8 pin 2, 0-5 VDC, brd. pin in. 57  
         (black), 9-pin D connector #8 pin 7-8 gnd. 56 (yellow) 
AI8 – V T.C. gauge pressure return 2-pin DC jack 0-5 VDC, brd. pin in. 34 (red),  
          gnd. 32 (black) 
AI9 – V D.V. gauge upstream pressure return 2-pin DC jack 0-1.5 VDC, brd. pin in. 66  
          (red), gnd. 67  (black) 
AI10 – V M.K.S. 651C downstream pressure return 2-pin DC jack 0-1.5 VDC, brd. pin  
           in. 31 (red), gnd. 29 (black) 
AI11 – V RF voltage return reading 15-pin contact #1 Pin 9+,10-, 0-10 VDC, brd. pin  
           in. 63 (white-black stripe), gnd. 64 (green-black stripe) 
AI12 – V RF power return reading 15-pin contact #1 pin 11+,12-, 0-10 VDC, brd. pin  
           in. 61(orange-black stripe), gnd. 59 (blue-black stripe) 
AI13 – V purge MFC return 9-pin D connector #9 pin 2, 0-5 VDC, brd. pin in. 26 
            (black), 9-pin D connector #9 pin 7-8 Gnd. 27 (yellow) 
AI14 – Pressure output voltage digital I/O 37-pin connection pressure controller  
            pins 36+, 35-, 0-10 VDC, brd. pin in 58 (white-black red stripe), gnd. 56  
            (green) 
Ai15 – Position output voltage digital I/O 37-pin connection pressure controller  
            pins 37+,35-, 0-10 VDC, brd. pin in 23 (orange-green stripe), gnd. 24  
           (green)  
AO0 – N.C. 
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AO1 – N.C. 
P0L0 – N.C. 
P0L1 – N.C. 
P0L2 – N.C. 
P0L3 – N.C. 
P0L4 – N.C. 
P0L5 – N.C. 
P0L6 – N.C. 
P0L7 – N.C. 
P1L0 – N.C. 
P1L1 – N.C. 
P1L2 – N.C. 
P1L3 – N.C. 
P1L4 – N.C. 
P1L5 – N.C. 
P1L6 – N.C. 
P1L7 – N.C. 
 
PCI6703 (analog output 16 and digital I/O 8) 
 
AO0 – V H2 MFC set point 9-pin D connector #1 pin 6, 0-5 VDC, brd. pin in. 34   
            (brown), 9-pin D connector #1 pin 7-8 gnd. 68 (blue) 
AO1 – V Ar MFC set point 9-pin D connector #2 pin 6, 0-5 VDC, brd. pin in. 66  
            (brown), 9-pin D connector #2 pin 7-8 gnd. 33 (blue) 
AO2 – V C3H3 MFC set point 9-pin D connector #3 pin 6, 0-5 VDC, brd. pin in. 31  
            (brown), 9-pin D connector #3 pin 7-8 gnd. 65 (blue) 
AO3 – V SiH4 MFC set point 9-pin D connector #4 pin 6, 0-5 VDC, brd. pin in. 63  
            (brown), 9-pin D connector #4 pin 7-8 gnd. 30 (blue) 
AO4 – V N2 MFC set point 9-pin D connector #5 pin 6, 0-5 VDC, brd. pin in. 28  
            (brown), 9-pin D connector #5 pin 7-8 gnd. 62 (blue) 
AO5 – V HCl MFC set point 9-pin D connector #6 pin 6, 0-5 VDC, brd. pin in. 60  
            (brown), 9-pin D connector #6 pin 7-8 gnd. 27 (blue) 
AO6 – V CH3Cl  MFC set point 9-pin D connector #7 pin 6, 0-5 VDC, brd. pin in. 25  
           (brown), 9-pin D connector #7 pin 7-8 gnd. 59 (blue) 
AO7 – V Aux 1 MFC set point 9-pin D connector #8 pin 6, 0-5 VDC, brd. pin in. 57  
           (brown), 9-pin D connector #8 pin 7-8 gnd. 24 (blue) 
AO8 – V RF generator control voltage 15-pin connector #1 pins 7+,8-, 0-10 VDC, brd.  
            pin in. 22 (red-black stripe), gnd. 55 (black-white stripe) 
AO9 – V M.K.S. 651C downstream pressure analog set point digital I/O 37-pin pressure  
            controller pins 33+,34-, 0-10 VDC, brd. pin in. 54 (red-green stripe), gnd.  
            20 (black-red white stripe) 
AO10 – V Purge MFC set point 9-pin D connector #9 pin 6, 0-5 VDC brd. pin in. 52  
             (brown), 9-pin D connector #9 pin 7-8 gnd. 18 (blue) 
AO11 – N.C. 
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AO12 – N.C. 
AO13 – N.C. 
AO14 – N.C. 
AO15 – N.C. 
P0L0 – N.C. 
P0L1 – N.C. 
P0L2 – N.C. 
P0L3 – N.C. 
P0L4 – N.C. 
P0L5 – N.C. 
P0L6 – N.C. 
P0L7 – N.C. 
 
PCI6509 (digital I/O 96, 0-5VDC TTL/CMOS compatable) 
 
Breakout board 1 (block 1 pins 1-50) 
P0L0 – 25-pin contact #1 pin 4 H2 safety activate DO, brd. pin 47 (green) 
P0L1 – 25-pin contact #1 pin 5 C3H8 safety activate DO, brd. pin 45 (orange) 
P0L2 – 25-pin contact #1 pin 6 SiH4 safety activate DO, brd. pin 43 (blue) 
P0L3 – 25-pin contact #1 pin 7 N2 safety activate DO, brd. pin 41 (red-black  
             stripe) 
P0L4 – 25-pin contact #1 pin 8 HCl  safety activate DO, brd. pin 39 (black-white  
             stripe) 
P0L5 – 25-pin contact #1 pin 9 CH3Cl safety activate DO, brd. pin 37 (white- 
             black stripe) 
P0L6 – 25-pin contact #1 pin 10 aux 1 safety activate DO, brd. pin 35 (green- 
             black stripe) 
P0L7 – 25-pin contact #1 pin 11 H2 process gas activate DO, brd. pin 33 (orange- 
             black) 
P1L0 – 25-pin contact #1 pin 12 Ar process gas activate DO, brd. pin 31 (blue- 
             black stripe) 
P1L1 – 25-pin contact #1 pin 13 C3H8 process gas activate DO, brd. pin 29 (red- 
             black white stripe) 
P1L2 – 25-pin contact #1 pin 14 SiH4 process gas activate DO, brd. pin 27 (black- 
            white red stripes) 
P1L3 – 25-pin contact #1 pin 15 N2 process gas activate DO, brd. pin 25 (white- 
             black red stripes) 
P1L4 – 25-pin contact #1 pin 16 HCl process gas activate DO, brd. pin 23 (green- 
             black white stripes) 
P1L5 – 25-pin contact #1 pin 17 CH3Cl process gas activate DO, brd. pin 21  
            (orange-red stripe) 
P1L6 – 25-pin contact #1 Pin 18 Aux 1 process gas activate DO, brd. pin 19 (blue- 
             white) 
P1L7 – 25-pin contact #1 pin 19 H2 vent gas activate DO, brd. pin 17 (red-white  
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             stripe) 
P2L0 – 25-pin contact #1 pin 20 Ar vent gas activate DO, brd. pin 15 (black-red  
            stripe) 
P2L1 – 25-pin contact #1 Pin 21 C3H8 vent gas activate DO, brd. pin 13 (white-red  
            stripe) 
P2L2 – 25-pin contact #1 pin 22 SiH4 vent gas activate DO, brd. pin 11 (green- 
             white stripe) 
P2L3 – 25-pin contact #1 pin 23 N2 vent gas activate DO, brd. pin 9 (orange- 
            green stripe) 
P2L4 – 25-pin contact #1 pin 24 HCl vent gas activate DO, brd. pin 7 (blue-red  
             stripe) 
P2L5 – 25-pin contact #1 pin 25 CH3Cl vent gas activate DO, brd. pin 5 (red- 
            green stripe) 
P2L6 – 25-pin contact #2 pin 1 Aux 1 vent gas activate DO, brd. pin 3 (red) 
P2L7 – 25-pin contact #2 pin 12 RF On DO, brd. pin 1 (blue-black stripe) 
P3L0 – 25-pin contact #2 pin 2 H2 chamber purge flow DO, brd. pin 48 (black) 
P3L1 – 25-pin contact #2 pin 3Ar chamber purge flow DO, Brd. pin 46 (white) 
P3L2 – 25-pin contact #2 pin 4 main manifold valve activate DO, brd. pin 44  
             (green) 
P3L3 – 25-pin contact #2 pin 5 top Ar purge cooling gas DO, brd. pin 42 (orange) 
P3L4 – 25-pin contact #2 pin 6 roughing valve DO, brd. pin 40 (blue) 
P3L5 – 25-pin contact #2 pin 7 poppet valve DO, brd. pin 38 (red-black stripe) 
P3L6 – 25-pin contact #2 pin 8 TC gauge valve DO, brd. pin 36 (black-white  
             stripe) 
P3L7 – 25-pin contact #2 pin 10 vent valve close (NO valve) DO, brd. pin 34  
             (green-black stripe) 
P4L0 – 25-pin contact #2 pin 9 poppet bypass valve (DO), brd. pin 32 (white- 
             black stripe) 
P4L1 – 25-pin contact #2 pin 11 purge flow valve (DO), brd. pin 30 (orange- 
             black stripe) 
P4L2 – 25-pin contact #2 pin 15 fan power on (DO), brd. pin 28 (white- 
             black red stripes) 
P4L3 – 25-pin contact #2 pin 14 pump N2 on (DO), brd. pin 26 (black-red white  
             stripes) 
P4L4 – 25-pin contact #2 pin 16 Aux 1 pneumatic (DO) Brd. Pin 24 (green- 
             black white stripes) 
P4L5 – 25-pin contact #2 pin 17 Aux 2 pneumatic (DO) brd. pin 22 (orange-red  
             stripe) 
P4L6 – 25-pin contact #2 pin 18 Aux 3 pneumatic (DO) brd. pin 20 (blue-white  
             stripe) 
P4L7 – 25-pin contact #2 pin 19 Aux 4 pneumatic (DO) brd. pin 18 (red-white  
             stripe) 
P5L0 – 25-pin contact #2 pin 20 Aux 5 pneumatic (DO)  brd. pin 16 (black-red  
             stripe) 
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P5L1 – 25-pin contact #2 pin 21 Aux 6 pneumatic (DO) brd. pin 14 (white-red  
             stripe) 
P5L2 – 25-pin contact #2 pin 22 Aux 7 pneumatic (DO) brd. pin 12 (green-white  
             stripe) 
P5L3 – 25-pin contact #2 pin 23 Aux 8 pneumatic (DO) brd. pin 10 (orange-green  
             stripe) 
P5L4 – 25-pin contact #2 pin 23 Aux 9 pneumatic (DO) brd. Pin 8 (blue-red  
             stripe) 
P5L5 – 25-pin contact #2 pin 25 Aux 10 pneumatic (DO) brd. Pin 6 (red-green             
             stripe) 
P5L6 – 15-pin contact #2 pin 1 Aux 11 pneumatic (DO) brd. pin 4 (red)                                                      
P5L7 – 15-pin contact #2 pin 2 Aux 12 pneumatic (DO) brd. Pin 2 (black) 
+5VDC power brd. pin 49 (N.C.) 
Signal ground brd. pin 50 
 
Breakout board 2 (block 2 pins 1-50) 
P6L0 – O.S. emergency button (external button switch) DI, brd. pin 97, BO pin 47 
             (black) 
P6L1 – 15-pin contact #1 pin 1 water interlock DI, brd. pin 95, BO pin 45 (red) 
P6L2 – 15-pin contact #1 pin 2 door interlock DI, brd. pin 93, BO pin 43 (black) 
P6L3 – 15-pin contact #1 pin 3 gas interlock H2/HCl DI, brd. pin 91, BO pin 41  
             (white) 
P6L4 – 15-pin contact #1 pin 4 pressure interlock (reverse acting) DI, brd. pin 89  
             BO pin 39(green) 
P6L5 – 15-pin contact #1 pin 5 K1 RF status relay return, brd. pin 87, BO pin 37  
             (orange) 
P6L6 – 15-pin contact #1 pin 6 K2 RF status relay return, brd. pin 85, BO pin 35  
             (blue) 
P6L7 – 15-pin contact #1 pin 14 power sense (DI), brd. pin 83, BO pin 33 (green- 
             white stripe) 
P7L0 – 15-pin contact #1 pin 15Aux. digital input 1, brd. pin 81, BO pin 31 (blue- 
             white stripe) 
P7L1 – 15-pin contact #2 pin 3 Aux 13 pneumatic (DO) brd. pin 79, BO pin 29  
             (white) 
P7L2 – 15-pin contact #2 pin 4 Aux 14 pneumatic (DO) brd. pin 77, BO pin 27 (green) 
P7L3 – 15-pin contact #2 pin 5 Aux 15 pneumatic (DO) brd. pin 75, BO pin 25  
            (orange) 
P7L4 – Pressure DI/O pin 5 learn system (DO) brd. pin 73, BO pin 23 (red) 
P7L5 – Pressure DI/O pin 6 analog set point (DO) brd. pin 71, BO pin 21 (black) 
P7L6 – Pressure DI/O pin 7 softstart (DO) brd. pin 69, BO pin 19 (white) 
P7L7 – Pressure DI/O pin 8 close valve (DO) brd. pin 67, BO pin 17 (orange) 
P8L0 – Pressure DI/O pin 10 analog scaling control (DO) brd. pin 65, BO pin 15  
            (blue) 
P8L1 – pressure DI/O analog set point control pin 11(DO) brd. pin 63, BO pin 13  
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            (red-black stripe) 
P8L2 – Pressure DI/O set point E pin 12 (DO) brd. pin 61, BO pin 11(black-red  
             stripe) 
P8L3 – Pressure DI/O set point D pin 13 (DO) brd. pin 59, BO pin 9 (white-black  
             stripe) 
P8L4 – Pressure DI/O set point C pin 14 (DO) brd. pin 57, BO pin 7 (green-black  
             stripe) 
P8L5 – Pressure DI/O set point B pin 15 (DO) brd. pin 55, BO pin 5 (orange- 
             black stripe) 
P8L6 – Pressure DI/O set point A pin 16 (DO) brd. pin 53, BO pin 3  (blue-black  
             stripe) 
P8L7 – Pressure DI/O valve open status return pin 19 (DI) brd. pin 51, BO pin 1  
            (red-white stripe) 
P9L0 – Pressure DI/O valve closed status return pin 23 (DI) brd. pin 98, BO pin 48  
             (black-white stripe) 
P9L1 – Pressure DI/O remote zero pin 25 (DO) brd. pin 96, BO pin 46 (white-red  
             stripe) 
P9L2 – Pressure DI/O stop valve pin 26 (DO) brd. pin 94, BO pin 44 (green-white  
             black stripe) 
P9L3 – Pressure DI/O open valve pin 27 (DO) brd. pin 92, BO pin 42 (orange-red  
             stripe) 
P9L4 – Pressure DI/O PLO #2 status pin 28 (DI) brd. pin 90, BO pin 40 (blue-white  
            stripe) 
P9L5 – Pressure DI/O PLO #1 status pin 29 (DI) brd. pin 88, BO pin 38 (red-black  
            white stripe) 
P9L6 – N.C. 
P9L7 – N.C. 
P10L0 – N.C. 
P10L1 – N.C. 
P10L2 – N.C. 
P10L3 – N.C. 
P10L4 – N.C. 
P10L5 – N.C. 
P10L6 – N.C. 
P10L7 – N.C. 
P11L0 – N.C. 
P11L1 – N.C. 
P11L2 – N.C. 
P11L3 – N.C. 
P11L4 – N.C. 
P11L5 – N.C. 
P11L6 – N.C. 
P11L7 – N.C. 
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Breakout box (back) 
 
MFC pinouts (Celerity model 1661 UDU9 configuration pg. 16 of manual) 
 
9-pin connection MFC (male) to 9-pin breakout boards (male connection) 
Wire female/female ends (positions 1-8) 
 
1. – valve off (red) 
2. – output (0-5 VDC) (black) 
3. – +15 VDC power (white) 
4. – Power common (green) 
5. -15 VDC power (purple) 
6. – Set point (0-5 VDC) (brown) 
7. – Signal common (blue) 
8. – Signal common (yellow) 
9. – VTP -15-0 VDC (orange) 
 
Presure control MKS 651C 
 
Transducer control end 15-pin male (pressure control box) 
 
1. – +15VDC supply 
2. – +Pressure input (0-10 VDC) 
3. – Reserved 
4. – Reserved 
5. – Power ground 
6. – - 15 VDC supply 
7. – +15 VDC supply 
8. – Reserved 
9. – -15 VDC supply 
10. – Reserved 
11. – Digital ground 
12. – -Pressure input 
13. – Reserved 
14. – Reserved 
15. – Chassis ground 
 
Transducer end (15-pin male from relay block connected to 15-pin from relay box) 
 
1. – N.A. 
2. – +Pressure input (0-10 VDC) (red) 
3. – N.A. 
4. – N.A. 
5. – N.A. 
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6. – N.A. 
7. – N.A. 
8. – N.A. 
9. – N.A. 
10. – N.A. 
11. – N.A. 
12. – - Pressure input (0-10 VDC) (black) 
13. – N.A. 
14. – N.A. 
15. – Chasis ground (green) 
 
Poppet Valve Control 
 
Control End 9-Pin Male 
 
1. Motor winding A low (red) 
2. Motor winding A high (black) 
3. Limit switch ground (white) 
4. Open limit switch signal (green) 
5. Closed limit switch signal (purple) 
6. Motor winding B high (brown) 
7. Motor winding B low (blue) 
8. +15 VDC 25 mA (for opto-switches) (yellow) 
9. N.A. (orange) 
 
Valve end 15-pin female (purchased wire) 
 
1. – N.C. 
2. – N.C. 
3. – Limit switch connection 
4. – Open limit switch 
5. – Close limit switch 
6. – N.C. 
7. – N.C. 
8. – Winding A high 
9. – Winding A low 
10. – Winding A common 
11. – N.C. 
12. – N.C. 
13. – Winding B high 
14. – Winding B low 
15. – Winding B common 
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Digital I/O remote control (connections with digital and analog cards listed above) 
 
1. – Process limit relay PLO#1 NC contact (N.C.) 
2. – Process limit relay PLO#1 NO contact (N.C.) 
3. – Process limit relay PLO#2 NC contact (N.C.) 
4. – Digital ground (green) 
5. – Learn system (hold low) (red) 
6. – Analog set point (hold low with 11 for position control) (black) 
7. – Close valve (low) (white) 
8. – Softstart (hold low) (orange) 
9. – Reserved (N.C.) 
10. – Analog scaling control (low 10% FS, high 100%) (blue) 
11. – Analog setpoint control (hold 11 low only for pressure control) (red- 
         black stripe) 
12. – Setpoint E (low) (black-red-stripe) 
13. – Setpoint D (low) (white-black stripe) 
14. – Setpoint C (low) (green-black stripe) 
15. – Setpoint B (low) (orange-black stripe) 
16. – Setpoint A (low) (blue-black stripe) 
17. – Reserved (N.C.) 
18. – Reserved (N.C.) 
19. – Valve open status return (high = open) (red-white stripe) 
20. – Process limit relay PLO relay #1 common  
21. – Process limit relay PLO relay #2 common 
22. – Process limit relay PLO relay #2 NO contact 
23. – Valve closed status return (high = closed) (black-white stripe) 
24. – Reserved (N.C.) 
25. – Remote zero (low) (white-red stripe) 
26. – Stop valve (low) (green-white stripe) 
27. – Open valve (low) (orange-red stripe) 
28. – Process limit relay PLO #2 status (low = out of limit) (blue white stripe)  
29. – Process limit relay PLO #1 status (low = out of limit) (red-black white 
         stripe) 
30. – +15 VDC output 
31. – -15 VDC output 
32. – Power ground 
33. – + Analog set point input (red-green stripe) 
34. – - Analog set point input (black-red stripe) 
35. – Analog ground (green-white stripe) 
36. – Pressure output voltage (white-black stripe) 
37. – Position output voltage (orange-green stripe) 
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Diaphragm valves 
 
Upper reactor gauge connection – 8(9)-pin 
 
1. – Signal (brown) 
2. – N.C. (black) 
3. – N.C. (red) 
4. – Gain res. (green) 
5. – Signal (yellow) 
6. – Power + (blue) 
7. – Power return (orange) 
8. – Gain res. (white) 
9. – N.C. (RF shield) 
 
Lower reactor gauge (15-pin male to contact block) 
 
1. – Signal (brown) 
2. – N.C. (black) 
3. – N.C. (red) 
4. – Gain res. (green) 
5. – Signal (yellow) 
6. – Power + (blue) 
7. – Power return (orange) 
8. – Gain res. (white) 
9. – N.A. (RF shield) 
10. – N.A. 
11. – N.A. 
12. – N.A. 
13. – N.A. 
14. – N.A. 
15. – N.A. 
 
 
Analog output 2-pin DC jack (back of gauge indicator) 
1. – Positive signal 0-1.5 VDC (red) / (red-black white stripes) 
2. – Signal ground (black) 
 
T.C. gauge 
 
1. – Power (red) 
2. – Return (black) 
3. – Ground (green) 
4. – N.C. 
5. – N.C. 
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6. N.C. 
7. – N.C. 
8. – N.C. 
9. – N.C. 
 
25-pin digital output transport to relay box 25-pin male breakout board (contact 1) 
 
1. – 5 VDC power from linear power supply (red) 
2. – Power ground from linear power supply (black) 
3. – Signal ground from PCI6509 digital board (white) 
4. – H2 safety digital output 5 VDC (green) 
5. – C3H8 safety digital output 5 VDC (orange) 
6. – SiH4 safety digital output 5 VDC (blue) 
7. – N2 safety digital output 5 VDC (red-black stripe) 
8. – HCl safety digital output 5 VDC (black white stripe) 
9. – CH3Cl safety digital output 5 VDC (white-black stripe) 
10. – Auxiliary safety digital output 5 VDC (green-black stripe) 
11. – H2 process digital output 5 VDC (orange-black stripe) 
12. – Ar process digital output 5 VDC (blue-black stripe) 
13. – C3H8 process digital output 5 VDC (red-black white stripes) 
14. – SiH4 process digital output 5 VDC (black-white red stripes) 
15. – N2 process digital output 5 DC (white-black red stripes) 
16. – HCl process digital output 5 DC (green-black white stripes) 
17. – CH3Cl process digital output 5 VDC (orange-red stripe) 
18. – Auxiliary process digital output 5 VDC (blue-white stripe) 
19. – H2 vent digital output 5 DC (red-white stripe) 
20. – Ar vent digital output 5 VDC (black-red stripe) 
21. – C3H8 vent digital output 5 VDC (white-red stripe)  
22. – SiH4 vent digital output 5 VDC (green-white stripe) 
23. – N2 vent digital output 5 VDC (orange-green stripe) 
24. – HCl vent digital output 5 VDC (blue-red stripe) 
25. – CH3Cl vent digital output 5 VDC (red-green stripe) 
 
25-pin digital output transport to relay box 25-pin male breakout board   (contact 2) 
 
1. – Auxiliary vent digital output 5 VDC (red) 
2. – H2 purge (black) 
3.  – Ar purge (white) 
4. – Main process valve (green) 
5. – Top Ar (orange) 
6. – Main bypass valve (blue) 
7. – Poppet valve (red-black stripe) 
8. – T.C. gauge (black-white stripe) 
9. – Poppet bypass valve (white-black stripe) 
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10. – Vent (green-black stripe) 
11. – Purge flow valve (orange-black stripe) 
12. – RF on (blue-black stripe) 
13. – 1.5 VDC rear diaphragm valve signal (red-black white stripes) 
14. – Pump N2 (black-white red stripes) 
15. – Fan power on (white-black red stripes) 
16. – Aux 1 pneumatic (green-black white stripes) 
17. – Aux 2 pneumatic (orange-red stripe) 
18. – Aux 3 pneumatic (blue-white stripe) 
19. – Aux 4 pneumatic (red-white stripe) 
20. – Aux 5 pneumatic (black-red stripe) 
21. – Aux 6 pneumatic (white-red stripe) 
22. – Aux 7 pneumatic (green-white stripes) 
23. – Aux 8 pneumatic (orange-green stripe) 
24. – Aux 9 pneumatic (blue-red stripe) 
25. – Aux 10 pneumatic (red-green stripe) 
 
15-pin digital input transport from relay box 15-pin male breakout board (contact 1) 
 
1. – H2O flow meter interlock relay return (red) 
2. – Door interlock relay return (black) 
3. – Gas interlock relay return (white) 
4. – Pressure interlock relay return (green) 
5. – RF K1 status relay return (orange) 
6. – RF K2 status relay return (blue) 
7. – Generator control voltage positive (red-black stripe) 
8. – Generator control voltage negative (black-white stripe) 
9. – RF voltage return positive (white-black stripe) 
10. – RF voltage return negative (green-black stripe) 
11. – RF power return positive (orange-black stripe) 
12. – RF power return negative (blue-black stripe)  
13. – 10 VDC rear diaphragm valve signal (red-white stripe) 
14. – Power sense 5 VDC (green-white stripe) 
15. – Aux. digital input 1(blue-white stripe) 
 
15-pin digital output transport to relay box 15-pin male breakout board (contact 2) 
 
1. – Aux 11 pneumatic (red) 
2. – Aux 12 pneumatic (black) 
3.  – Aux 13 pneumatic (white) 
4. – Aux 14 pneumatic (green) 
5. – Aux 15 pneumatic (orange) 
6. – Aux 16 pneumatic (blue) 
7. – N.C. (red-black stripe) 
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8. – N.C. (black-white stripe) 
9. – N.C (white-black stripe) 
10. – N.C. (green-black stripe) 
11. – N.C. (orange-black stripe) 
12. – N.C. (blue-black stripe)  
13. – +15 VDC from linear power supply (green-white stripe) 
14. – Power ground (red-white stripe)  
15. – -15 VDC from linear power supply (blue-white stripe) 
 
15-pin (extra contacts for digital I/O) (contact 3) 
 
1. – N.C. (red) 
2. – N.C. (black) 
3. – N.C. (white) 
4. – N.C. (green) 
5. – N.C. (orange) 
6. – N.C. (blue) 
7. – N.C. (red-black stripe) 
8. – N.C. (black-white) 
9. – N.C. (white-black stripe) 
10. – N.C. (green-black stripe) 
11. – N.C. (orange-black stripe) 
12. – N.C. (blue-black stripe) 
13. – 120VAC Power + (red-white stripe) 
14. – Power Ground (green-white stripe) 
15. – 120VAC Power - (blue-white stripe) 
 
25-pin digital output transport from relay box 25-pin female breakout board to Pneumatic 
plate 25-pin male breakout board 
 
1. – Power ground from linear power supply (red) 
2. – H2 safety digital output 5 VDC (black) 
3. – C3H8 safety digital output 5 VDC (white) 
4. – SiH4 safety digital output 5 VDC (green) 
5. – N2 safety digital output 5 VDC (orange) 
6. – HCl safety digital output 5 VDC (blue) 
7. – CH3Cl safety digital output 5 VDC (red-black stripe) 
8. – Auxiliary safety digital output 5 VDC (black-white stripe) 
9. – H2 process digital output 5 VDC (white-black stripe) 
10. – Ar process digital output 5 VDC (green-black stripe) 
11. – C3H8 process digital output 5 VDC (orange-black stripe) 
12. – SiH4 process digital output 5 VDC (blue-black stripe) 
13. – N2 process digital output 5 VDC (red-black white stripes) 
14. – HCl process digital output 5 VDC (black-white red stipes) 
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15. – CH3Cl process digital output 5 VDC (white-black red stripes) 
16. – Auxiliary process digital output 5 VDC (green-black white stripes)   
17. – H2 vent digital output 5 VDC (orange-red stripe) 
18. – Ar vent digital output 5 VDC (blue-white stripe) 
19. – C3H8 vent digital output 5 VDC (red-white stripe) 
20. – SiH4 vent digital output 5 VDC (black-red stripe) 
21. – N2 vent digital output 5 VDC (white-red stripe)  
22. – HCl vent digital output 5 VDC (green-white stripe) 
23. – CH3Cl vent digital output 5 VDC (orange-green stripe) 
24. – Auxiliary vent digital output 5VDC (blue-red stripe) 
25. – H2 purge (red-green stripe) 
 
25-pin digital output transport from relay box 25-pin female breakout board to  
pneumatic plate 25-pin female breakout board 
 
1. – Ar purge (red) 
2. – Main process valve (black) 
3. – Top Ar (white) 
4. – Main bypass valve (green) 
5. – Poppet valve (orange) 
6. – T.C. gauge (blue) 
7. – Poppet bypass valve (red-black stripe) 
8. – Vent (black-white stripe) 
9. – Purge flow valve (white-black stripe) 
10. – Pump N2 (green-black stripe) 
11. – Reserved for pneumatics (orange-black stripe) 
12. – Reserved for pneumatics (blue-black stripe) 
13. – Reserved for pneumatics (red-black white stripes) 
14. – Reserved for pneumatics (black-white red stripes) 
15. – Reserved for pneumatics (white-black red stripes) 
16. – Reserved for pneumatics (green-black white stripes)   
17. – Reserved for pneumatics (orange-red stripe) 
18. – Reserved for pneumatics (blue-red stripe) 
19. – Reserved for pneumatics (red-white stripe) 
20. – Reserved for pneumatics (black-red white) 
21. – Reserved for pneumatics (white-red stripe) 
22. – Reserved for pneumatics (green-white stripe) 
23. – Reserved for pneumatics (orange-green stripe) 
24. – Reserved for pneumatics (blue-red stripe) 
25. – Reserved for pneumatics (red-green stirpe) 
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15-pin transport from relay box 15-pin male breakout board to pneumatic plate 15-pin 
male breakout board 
 
1. – H2O flow meter 5 VDC power (red) 
2. – H2O flow meter relay return (black) 
3. – Door 5 VDC power (white) 
4. – Door relay return (green) 
5. – Gas sensors 5 VDC power (orange) 
6. – Gas sensors relay return (blue) 
7. – N.C. (red-black stripe) 
8. – N.C. (black-white stipe) 
9. – N.C. (white-black stripe) 
10. – N.C. (green-black stripe) 
11. – N.C. (orange-black stripe) 
12. – N.C. (blue-black stripe)  
13. – N.C. (red-white stripe) 
14. – N.C. (green-white stripe) 
15. – N.C. (blue-white stripe) 
 
15-pin transport from relay box 15-pin male breakout board to RF generator interior 
board 
 
1. – RF K1 status relay 5 VDC power (red) 
2. – RF K1 status relay return (black) 
3. – RF K2 status relay 5 VDC power (white) 
4. – RF K2 status relay return (green) 
5. – Generator control voltage positive (orange) 
6. – Generator control voltage negative (blue) 
7. – RF voltage return positive (red-black stripe) 
8. – RF voltage return negative (black-white stripe) 
9. – RF power return positive (white-black stripe) 
10. – RF power return negative (green-black stripe) 
11. – RF on relay positive connection (orange-black stripe) 
12. – RF on relay return (blue-black stripe) 
13. – N.C. (red-white stripe) 
14. – N.C. (green-white stripe) 
 15. – N.C. (blue-white stripe) 
 
 RF generator interior board 
 
1. – 0-20 mA RF voltage return negative P 1-1 (black-white stripe) 
2. – 0-20 mA RF voltage return positive P 1-2 (red-black stripe) 
3. – 0-20 mA RF power return negative P 1-3(green-black stripe) 
4. – 0-20 mA RF power return positive P 1-4 (white-black stripe) 
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5. – 0-20 mA generator control signal positive P 2-1(orange) 
6. – 0-20 mA generator control signal negative P 2-2 (blue) 
7. – Enable input RF on P 2-3(orange-black stripe) 
8. – Enable reference RF on P 2-4 (blue-black stripe) 
9. – RF K1 status relay return P 4-1 (black) 
10. – RF K1 status relay 5 VDC power P 4-2 (red) 
11. – RF K2 status relay return P 4-4 (green) 
12. – RF K2 status relay 5 VDC power P 4-5(white) 
 
9-pin transport from relay box 9-pin male breakout board to  pump control 
 
1. – 120 VAC to 5 VDC pressure status relay positive (red) 
2. – 120 VAC to 5 VDC pressure status relay return (black) 
3. – 5 DC to 120 VAC momentary start bypass positive (white) 
4. – 5 VDC to 120 VAC momentary start bypass return (green) 
5. – 5 VDC to 120 VAC N.C. stop emergency relay positive (purple) 
6. – 5 VDC to 120 VAC N.C. stop emergency relay positive (brown) 
7. – 120 VAC to 120 VAC H2O sensor bypass positive (blue) 
8. – 120 VAC to 120 VAC H2O sensor bypass return (yellow) 
9. – 12 VDC power for stop switch LED (orange) 
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Appendix C:  Relay box drawings and electronic IC board design 
 
The relay box is first stop for most of the control system signals after leaving the 
breakout box, with the exception of the vacuum gauges and MFC cables.  The major 
purpose of the box is to provide a separation of the computer power from the power 
required to manipulate the control system.  Electronics for the RF generator voltage to 
current conversion are located on the boards as well.  The drawings for the box itself 
were drafted with AutoCAD-autodesk2005™ by I. Haselbarth from sketches the author 
created. Only the sides needed to be cut, and the rest of the box was solid plates of Al.  
The P.C. board design was done with ExpressPCB™ software from designs created and 
simulated in OrCad Capture™. 
 
 
Figure C.1:  Mechanical drawings displaying the specifications for the front and back plates of the relay 
box. 
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Figure C.2:  The PC style electronic board 1 for the mounting of the relays needed to activate various 
controls on the reactor.  The color green denotes the back side copper, the red denotes front side copper 
connections, and the white is the silkscreen for part descriptions. 
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Figure C.3:  The PC style electronic board 2 for the mounting of the relays and various electronics needed 
to activate various controls on the reactor.  The color green denotes the back side copper, the red denotes 
front side copper connections, and the white is the silkscreen for part descriptions. 
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Figure C.4:  A picture showing electronic board 2 with mounted relays, breakout wiring, and electronics on 
the right hand side. 
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Appendix D:  Pump starter motor wiring schematic 
 
This section contains a sketch of the safety system and motor starting system for 
the Edwards DP40 dry pump.  The pump receives three-phase power through 120VAC 
coil relay, and the coil current is activated by one of three switches; a momentary 
physical “on” switch, a momentarily activated computer signal relay, or the low current 
sensor relays.  The computer and physical switches are wired in parallel and are used to 
bypass the low current sensors which will only operate when the pump is activated and 
consuming power.  The safety relays, the water sensor, thermal snap switch, and current 
overload sensor, are located after the parallel starting system and are wired in series.  A 
fault in any of these sensors will open the current path, and deactivate the 120 VAC coil 
relay.  Two final switches, a physical switch and a computer signal relay switch are 
placed in the series line to enable the cessation of current to stop the pump when it is not 
in use and enable the pump to be disengaged for emergencies.  A 120VAC relay is placed 
in the series line to communicate pump activation to the computer for the safety 
interlocks.  When the 120VAC current can flow through this path, the coil magnetically 
closes the 3-phase relay and allows the pump to activate.  The three-phase line has two 
safety switches in line, one knife switch with fuses for overload protection located on the 
wall of the cleanroom, and a emergency cut-off switch located above the starter to meet 
OSHA safety requirements. 
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Figure D.1:  A hand drawn sketch of the starting system for the vacuum pump motor.  Safety wiring in 
series ensures that any fault will deactivate the system. 
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Appendix E:  Labview VI programs for the primary control system 
 
This section provides the documentation and code from the Labview™ VI’s 
written to facilitate the control of the LPCVD reactor. 
 
MainCVDControlVI.vi 
 
Connector Pane 
 
Front Panel 
 
Controls and Indicators 
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Serial Port A string that uniquely identifies the resource to be opened and
written to as well as read from. The grammar for the resource name is 
shown below.  Optional string segments are shown in square brackets ([])
 
Interface Syntax 
VXI              VXI[board]::VXI logical address[::INSTR] 
GPIB-VXI     GPIB-VXI[board]::VXI logical address[::INSTR] 
GPIB           GPIB[board]::primary address[::secondary 
address][::INSTR] 
Serial           ASRL[board][::INSTR] 
 
The following table shows the default value for optional string segments.
 
Optional String Segments            Default Value 
board                                           0 
secondary address                       none 
 
The following table shows examples of address strings. 
 
Address String   Description 
VXI0::1               A VXI device at logical address 1 in VXI interface
VXI0. 
GPIB-VXI::9       A VXI device at logical address 9 in a GPIB-VXI 
controlled system. 
GPIB::5              A GPIB device at primary address 5. 
ASRL1               A serial device attached to interface ASRL1. 
 
 
 
AO Array 1 
 
 
Cluster 
 
 
Setpnt switch 
 
 
Setpoint 2 
 
 
Setpoint 1 
 
 
String 
 
 
Vent 
 
 
Process 
 Safety 
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Automatic Ramp control 
 
 
Start 
 
 
Finish 
 
 
Rate [%/min] 
 
 
Manual RF Board Control 
 
 
Max RF Board Voltage 
 
 
Temp Setpoint Selector 
 
 
Temp. Setpoint 1 
 
 
Temp. Setpoint 2 
 
 
Auto/Manual 
 
 
Ridiculous Temperature 
 
 
stop 
 
 
Interlock Reset 
 
 
Emergency 
 
 
Shut Interlock 
 
 
Downstream Pressure  Setpoint Torr 
 
 
Purge 
 
 
H2 
 
 
Ar 
 
 
Main Bypass 
 
 
Pump Inlet Pressure 
 
 
Poppet  Valve 
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TOP Ar  Purge 
 
 
Process Enable 
 
 
RF 
 
 
RUN 
 
 
AO Array 2 
 
 
Cluster 
 
 
Setpnt switch 
 
 
Setpoint 2 
 
 
Setpoint 1 
 
 
String 
 
 
Vent 
 
 
Process 
 
 
Safety 
 
 
AO 1 Set Var. 
 
 
Cluster 
 
 
Scaling Constant 
 
 
Analog Channel Input 
 
 
Max Voltage 
 
 
Analog Channel Output 
 
 
Process Channel Dig Out 
 
 
Safety Channel Dig Out 
 
 
Vent Channel Dig Out 
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AO 2 Set Var. 
 
 
Cluster 
 
 
Scaling Constant 
 
 
Analog Channel Input 
 
 
Max Voltage 
 
 
Analog Channel Output 
 
 
Process Channel Dig Out 
 
 
Safety Channel Dig Out 
 
 
Vent Channel Dig Out 
 
 
AO Out Tab 
 
 
AO Out Tab 2 
 
 
Main Vent 
 
 
Auto Purge 
 
 
Poppet Bypass 
 
 
Purge Setpoint 
 
 
Analog  Setpoint 
 
 
Throttle  Pres./Pos. 
 
 
Throttle Stop 
 
 
Open 
 
 
Close 
 
 
Throttle Softstart 
 
 
Throttle Preset Setopints 
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Pump Stop 
 
 
Pump Start 
 
 
SLM file path file path is the path name of the file. If file path is empty 
(default) or is <Not A Path>, the VI displays a dialog box from which you 
can select a file. Error 43 occurs if you cancel the dialog box. 
 
 
 
SCCM file path file path is the path name of the file. If file path is empty 
(default) or is <Not A Path>, the VI displays a dialog box from which you 
can select a file. Error 43 occurs if you cancel the dialog box. 
 
 
 
Temp file path file path is the path name of the file. If file path is empty 
(default) or is <Not A Path>, the VI displays a dialog box from which you 
can select a file. Error 43 occurs if you cancel the dialog box. 
 
 
 
Learn 
 
 
AI Array 1 
 
 
Cluster 2 
 
 
Operation 
 
 
Operation 2 
 
 
Rate (sl/ccm) 
 
 
Gas Flow 
 
 
String 
 
 
Safety 
 
 
Process 
 
 
Vent 
 
 
Gas  Spike 
 
 
Manual Mode Status 
 
 
Hold Mode Status 
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Temp. Spike 
 
 
Board Voltage To RF 
 
 
RF Output Voltage 
 
 
Pyrometer Reading 
 
 
Temperature 
 
 
SCCM Gas Level 
 
 
Water  Interlock 
 
 
Door Interlock 
 
 
Gas Interlock 
 
 
Pressure Interlock 
 
 
RF Interlock 
 
 
Safe Interlock 
 
 
Main Gas  Valve 
 
 
Pump Inlet mTorr 
 
 
Downstream Pressure Torr 
 
 
Upstream Pressure Torr 
 
 
Main Vent Line 
 
 
Bypass VacLine 
 
 
Main VacLine 
 
 
Process Gas 
 
 
AI Array 2 
 
 
Cluster 2 
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String 
 
 
Operation 
 
 
Operation 2 
 
 
Rate (sl/ccm) 
 
 
Gas Flow 
 
 
Safety 
 
 
Process 
 
 
Vent 2 
 
 
SLM Gas Level 
 
 
RF KW Power 
 
 
K1 Status 
 
 
K2 Status 
 
 
Purge Flow 
 
 
Valve Position % 
 
 
Pump N2 On 
 
 
Pressure Output  Torr 
 
 
Power Loss 
 
 
Top Ar  Auto Counter 
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Block Diagram 
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List of SubVIs and Express VIs with Configuration Information 
 
 
VISA Configure Serial Port 
C:\Program Files\National Instruments\LabVIEW 7.1\vi.lib\Instr\_visa.llb\VISA 
Configure Serial Port 
 
 
 
Record VI.vi 
C:\SiC CVD\Control System\Control System MF2\Control Systems 
Programs\General Use\Record VI.vi 
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Emergency Safety.vi 
C:\SiC CVD\Control System\Control System MF2\Control Systems 
Programs\Emergency Safety\Emergency Safety.vi 
 
 
 
Gas Control.vi 
C:\SiC CVD\Control System\Control System MF2\Control Systems 
Programs\Gas Control\Gas Control.vi 
 
 
 
Temperature Control.vi 
C:\SiC CVD\Control System\Control System MF2\Control Systems 
Programs\Temperature Control\Temperature Control.vi 
 
 
 
Digital Output Sample Channel.vi 
C:\SiC CVD\Control System\Control System MF2\Control Systems 
Programs\General Use\Digital Output Sample Channel.vi 
 
 
 
Digital Input Sample Channel.vi 
C:\SiC CVD\Control System\Control System MF2\Control Systems 
Programs\General Use\Digital Input Sample Channel.vi 
 
 
 
Timer.vi 
C:\SiC CVD\Control System\Control System MF2\Control Systems 
Programs\General Use\Timer.vi 
 
 
 
Analog Output Sample Channel.vi 
C:\SiC CVD\Control System\Control System MF2\Control Systems 
Programs\General Use\Analog Output Sample Channel.vi 
 
 
 
Analog Input Sample Channel.vi 
C:\SiC CVD\Control System\Control System MF2\Control Systems 
Programs\General Use\Analog Input Sample Channel.vi 
 
 
 
MKS600Remote2.vi 
C:\SiC CVD\Control System\Control System MF2\Control Systems 
Programs\Pressure Control\MKS600Remote2.vi 
 
 
 
Time Delay 
Time Delay 
Inserts a time delay in the Express VI. 
-------------------- 
 
This Express VI is configured as follows: 
 
Delay Time: 0.5 s 
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Time Delay2 
Time Delay 
Inserts a time delay in the Express VI. 
-------------------- 
 
This Express VI is configured as follows: 
 
Delay Time: 1 s 
 
 
 
Purge Gas.vi 
C:\SiC CVD\Control System\Control System MF2\Control Systems 
Programs\Gas Control\Purge Gas.vi 
 
 
 
Time Delay5 
Time Delay 
Inserts a time delay in the Express VI. 
-------------------- 
 
This Express VI is configured as follows: 
 
Delay Time: 0.5 s 
 
 
 
Time Delay6 
Time Delay 
Inserts a time delay in the Express VI. 
-------------------- 
 
This Express VI is configured as follows: 
 
Delay Time: 1 s 
 
 
 
VISA Configure Serial Port (Instr).vi 
C:\Program Files\National Instruments\LabVIEW 7.1\vi.lib\Instr\_visa.llb\VISA 
Configure Serial Port (Instr).vi 
  
Record VI.vi 
 
Connector Pane 
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Front Panel 
 
 
Controls and Indicators 
 
 
SLM Array 
 
 
Array 2[4] 
 
 
SCCM Array 
 
 
Array 2[2] 
 
 
Temperature Array 
 
 
millisecond timer value 
 
 
SCCM file path (dialog if empty) file path is the path name of the file. If file path 
is empty (default) or is <Not A Path>, the VI displays a dialog box from which 
you can select a file. Error 43 occurs if you cancel the dialog box. 
 
 
 
SLM file path (dialog if empty) file path is the path name of the file. If file path is 
empty (default) or is <Not A Path>, the VI displays a dialog box from which you 
can select a file. Error 43 occurs if you cancel the dialog box. 
 
 
 
Temp file path (dialog if empty) file path is the path name of the file. If file path 
is empty (default) or is <Not A Path>, the VI displays a dialog box from which 
you can select a file. Error 43 occurs if you cancel the dialog box. 
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Block Diagram 
 
 
List of SubVIs and Express VIs with Configuration Information 
 
 
Write To Spreadsheet File.vi 
C:\SiC CVD\Control System\Control System MF2\Control Systems 
Programs\General Use\Write To Spreadsheet File.vi 
  
 
 
Write To Spreadsheet File.vi 
Converts a 2D or 1D array of single-precision numbers to a text string and writes the string 
to a new byte stream file or appends the string to an existing file. 
 
Connector Pane 
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Front Panel 
 
Controls and Indicators 
 
 
file path (dialog if empty) file path is the path name of the file. If file path is 
empty (default) or is <Not A Path>, the VI displays a dialog box from which you 
can select a file. Error 43 occurs if you cancel the dialog box. 
 
 
 
1D data 1D data contains the single-precision numbers the VI writes to the file if 
this input is not empty. 
 
 
 
1D data contains the single-precision numbers the VI writes to the file if 
this input is not empty. 
 
 
 
append to file? (new file:F) Append to File? indicates whether to append the data 
to an existing file. 
 
 
 
2D data 2D data contains the single-precision numbers the VI writes to the file if 
1D data is not wired or is empty. 
 
 
 
2D data contains the single-precision numbers the VI writes to the file if 
1D data is not wired or is empty. 
 
 
 
format (%.3f) format specifies how to convert the numbers to characters. 
 
 
 
transpose? (no:F) If transpose? is TRUE, the VI transposes the data after 
converting it from a string. 
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delimiter (Tab) delimiter is the character or string of characters, such as tabs, 
commas, and so on, to use to delimit fields in the spreadsheet file. The default is a 
single tab character. 
 
 
 
prompt 
 
 
new file path (Not A Path if cancelled) New File Path returns the path to the file.
 
Block Diagram 
 
 
List of SubVIs and Express VIs with Configuration Information 
 
 
General Error Handler.vi 
C:\Program Files\National Instruments\LabVIEW 
7.1\vi.lib\Utility\error.llb\General Error Handler.vi 
 
 
 
Write File+ (string).vi 
C:\Program Files\National Instruments\LabVIEW 7.1\vi.lib\Utility\file.llb\Write 
File+ (string).vi 
 
Close File+.vi 
C:\Program Files\National Instruments\LabVIEW 7.1\vi.lib\Utility\file.llb\Close 
File+.vi 
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Open/Create/Replace File.vi 
C:\Program Files\National Instruments\LabVIEW 
7.1\vi.lib\Utility\file.llb\Open/Create/Replace File.vi 
  
Emergency Safety.vi 
 
Connector Pane 
 
Front Panel 
 
 
Controls and Indicators 
 
 
Shut Interlock 
 
 
Interlock Reset 
 RF ON 
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Run Mode 
 
 
K1 Status 
 
 
K2 Status 
 
 
Safe Interlock 
 
 
Emergency 
 
 
RF Interlock 
 
 
Pressure Interlock 
 
 
Gas Interlock 
 
 
Door Interlock 
 
 
Water  Interlock 
 
 
Power Loss 
 
Block Diagram 
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List of SubVIs and Express VIs with Configuration Information 
 
 
Digital Input Sample Channel.vi 
C:\SiC CVD\Control System\Control System MF2\Control Systems 
Programs\General Use\Digital Input Sample Channel.vi 
 
 
 
Timer.vi 
C:\SiC CVD\Control System\Control System MF2\Control Systems 
Programs\General Use\Timer.vi 
 
Digital Input Sample Channel.vi 
 
Connector Pane 
 
Front Panel 
 
Controls and Indicators 
 
 
DAQmx Physical Channel 
 
 
Boolean 
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Block Diagram 
 
 
List of SubVIs and Express VIs with Configuration Information 
 
 
DAQmx Create Virtual Channel.vi 
C:\Program Files\National Instruments\LabVIEW 
7.1\vi.lib\DAQmx\create\channels.llb\DAQmx Create Virtual Channel.vi 
 
 
 
DAQmx Start Task.vi 
C:\Program Files\National Instruments\LabVIEW 
7.1\vi.lib\DAQmx\configure\task.llb\DAQmx Start Task.vi 
 
 
 
DAQmx Clear Task.vi 
C:\Program Files\National Instruments\LabVIEW 
7.1\vi.lib\DAQmx\configure\task.llb\DAQmx Clear Task.vi 
 
 
 
DAQmx Create Channel (DI-Digital Input).vi 
C:\Program Files\National Instruments\LabVIEW 
7.1\vi.lib\DAQmx\create\channels.llb\DAQmx Create Channel (DI-Digital 
Input).vi 
 
 
 
DAQmx Read.vi 
C:\Program Files\National Instruments\LabVIEW 
7.1\vi.lib\DAQmx\read.llb\DAQmx Read.vi 
 
 
 
DAQmx Read (Digital Bool 1Line 1Point).vi 
C:\Program Files\National Instruments\LabVIEW 
7.1\vi.lib\DAQmx\read.llb\DAQmx Read (Digital Bool 1Line 1Point).vi 
 
Timer.vi 
 
 
Connector Pane 
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Front Panel 
 
Controls and Indicators 
 
 
Boolean 6 
 
 
wait Specifies the target number of seconds the VI waits after the start time. 
When the VI reaches the Time Target (s), Time has Elapsed is TRUE. 
 
 
 
RF Interlock 
 
 
Elapsed Time (s) Displays the amount of time in seconds that has elapsed since 
the start time and the Present (s) time. 
 
Block Diagram 
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List of SubVIs and Express VIs with Configuration Information 
 
 
Elapsed Time 
Elapsed Time 
Keeps track of time by indicating when a certain amount of time has elapsed. The 
elapsed time is the present time minus the start time that you specify. 
-------------------- 
 
This Express VI is configured as follows: 
 
Time Target: 1 s 
Auto Reset: Off 
 
Gas Control.vi 
 
Connector Pane 
 
Front Panel 
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 Controls and Indicators 
 
 
 
millisecond timer value 
 
 
Process Gas 
 
 
AO Array 1 
 
 
Cluster 
 
 
Setpnt switch 
 
 
Setpoint 2 
 
 
Setpoint 1 
 
 
String 
 
 
Vent 
 
 
Process 
 
 
Safety 
 
 
AO 1 Set Var. 
 
 
Cluster 
 
 
Scaling Constant 
 
 
Analog Channel Input 
 
 
Max Voltage 
 
 
Analog Channel Output 
 
 
Process Channel Dig Out 
 
 
Safety Channel Dig Out 
 
 
Vent Channel Dig Out 
 AO Out Tab 
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 AO Array 2 
 
 
Cluster 
 
 
Setpnt switch 
 
 
Setpoint 2 
 
 
Setpoint 1 
 
 
String 
 
 
Vent 
 
 
Process 
 
 
Safety 
 
 
AO 2 Set Var. 
 
 
Cluster 
 
 
Scaling Constant 
 
 
Analog Channel Input 
 
 
Max Voltage 
 
 
Analog Channel Output 
 
 
Process Channel Dig Out 
 
 
Safety Channel Dig Out 
 
 
Vent Channel Dig Out 
 
 
AO Out Tab 2 
 
 
Gas  Spike 
 
 
array sccm 
 
 
Array 2[4] 
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array slm 
 
 
Array 2[2] 
 
 
AI Array 1 
 
 
Cluster 2 
 
 
Operation 
 
 
Operation 2 
 
 
Rate (sl/ccm) 
 
 
Gas Flow 
 
 
String 
 
 
Safety 
 
 
Process 
 
 
Vent 
 
 
AI Array 2 
 
 
Cluster 2 
 
 
String 
 
 
Operation 
 
 
Operation 2 
 
 
Rate (sl/ccm) 
 
 
Gas Flow 
 
 
Safety 
 
 
Process 
 
 
Vent 2 
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SLM output cluster 
 
 
Array 2[1] 
 
 
Array 2[0] 
 
 
SCCM output cluster 
 
 
Array 2[2] 
 
 
Array 2[3] 
 
 
Array 2[0] 
 
 
Array 2[1] 
 
 
Array 2[2] 
 
Block Diagram 
 
List of SubVIs and Express VIs with Configuration Information 
 
 
2D to 1D Array.vi 
C:\SiC CVD\Control System\Control System MF2\Control Systems 
Programs\General Use\2D to 1D Array.vi 
 
 
 
Gas Handler.vi 
C:\SiC CVD\Control System\Control System MF2\Control Systems 
Programs\Gas Control\Gas Handler.vi 
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Gas Handler 2.vi 
C:\SiC CVD\Control System\Control System MF2\Control Systems 
Programs\Gas Control\Gas Handler 2.vi 
 
2D to 1D Array.vi 
 
 
Connector Pane 
 
 
Front Panel 
 
 
Controls and Indicators 
 
 
Array 
 
 
 
 
 
Array 2 
 
 
element 
Block Diagram 
 
 
Gas Handler.vi 
 
Connector Pane 
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Front Panel 
 
 
Controls and Indicators 
 
 
Process Gas 
 
 
AO Array 1 
 
 
Cluster 
 
 
Setpnt switch 
 
 
Setpoint 2 
 
 
Setpoint 1 
 
 
String 
 Vent 
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Process 
 
 
Safety 
 
 
AO 1 Set Var. 
 
 
Cluster 
 
 
Scaling Constant 
 
 
Analog Channel Input 
 
 
Max Voltage 
 
 
Analog Channel Output 
 
 
Process Channel Dig Out 
 
 
Safety Channel Dig Out 
 
 
Vent Channel Dig Out 
 
 
AO Out Tab 
 
 
Gas  Spike 
 
 
Array 
 
 
 
 
 
AI Array 1 
 
 
Cluster 2 
 
 
Operation 
 
 
Operation 2 
 
 
Rate (sl/ccm) 
 
 
Gas Flow 
 
 
String 
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Safety 
 
 
Process 
 
 
Vent 
 
Block Diagram 
 
 
 
List of SubVIs and Express VIs with Configuration Information 
 
 
Analog Input Sample Channel.vi 
C:\SiC CVD\Control System\Control System MF2\Control Systems 
Programs\General Use\Analog Input Sample Channel.vi 
 
 
 
Digital Output Sample Channel.vi 
C:\SiC CVD\Control System\Control System MF2\Control Systems 
Programs\General Use\Digital Output Sample Channel.vi 
 
 
 
Analog Output Sample Channel.vi 
C:\SiC CVD\Control System\Control System MF2\Control Systems 
Programs\General Use\Analog Output Sample Channel.vi 
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Analog Input Sample Channel.vi 
 
Connector Pane 
 
Front Panel 
 
Controls and Indicators 
 
 
DAQmx Physical Channels physical channels specifies the names of the physical 
channels to use to create virtual channels. The DAQmx Physical Channel 
Constant lists all physical channels on devices and modules installed in the 
system. 
 
 
 
Max Voltage maximum value specifies in units the maximum value you expect to 
measure. 
 
 
 
Sample Rate rate specifies the sampling rate in samples per channel per second. If 
you use an external source for the Sample Clock, set this input to the maximum 
expected rate of that clock. 
 
 
 
mean mean is the average of the values in the input sequence X. 
 
Block Diagram 
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 List of SubVIs and Express VIs with Configuration Information 
 
 
DAQmx Create Virtual Channel.vi 
C:\Program Files\National Instruments\LabVIEW 
7.1\vi.lib\DAQmx\create\channels.llb\DAQmx Create Virtual Channel.vi 
 
 
 
DAQmx Create Channel (AI-Voltage-Basic).vi 
C:\Program Files\National Instruments\LabVIEW 
7.1\vi.lib\DAQmx\create\channels.llb\DAQmx Create Channel (AI-Voltage-
Basic).vi 
 
 
 
DAQmx Timing.vi 
C:\Program Files\National Instruments\LabVIEW 
7.1\vi.lib\DAQmx\configure\timing.llb\DAQmx Timing.vi 
 
 
 
DAQmx Timing (Sample Clock).vi 
C:\Program Files\National Instruments\LabVIEW 
7.1\vi.lib\DAQmx\configure\timing.llb\DAQmx Timing (Sample Clock).vi 
 
 
 
DAQmx Start Task.vi 
C:\Program Files\National Instruments\LabVIEW 
7.1\vi.lib\DAQmx\configure\task.llb\DAQmx Start Task.vi 
 
 
 
DAQmx Read.vi 
C:\Program Files\National Instruments\LabVIEW 
7.1\vi.lib\DAQmx\read.llb\DAQmx Read.vi 
 
 
 
DAQmx Read (Analog 1D DBL 1Chan NSamp).vi 
C:\Program Files\National Instruments\LabVIEW 
7.1\vi.lib\DAQmx\read.llb\DAQmx Read (Analog 1D DBL 1Chan NSamp).vi 
 
 
 
Mean.vi 
C:\Program Files\National Instruments\LabVIEW 
7.1\vi.lib\analysis\baseanly.llb\Mean.vi 
 
 
 
DAQmx Clear Task.vi 
C:\Program Files\National Instruments\LabVIEW 
7.1\vi.lib\DAQmx\configure\task.llb\DAQmx Clear Task.vi 
 
Digital Output Sample Channel.vi 
 
Connector Pane 
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Front Panel 
 
Controls and Indicators 
 
 
DAQmx Physical Channel 
 
 
Boolean 
Block Diagram 
 
List of SubVIs and Express VIs with Configuration Information 
 
 
DAQmx Create Virtual Channel.vi 
C:\Program Files\National Instruments\LabVIEW 
7.1\vi.lib\DAQmx\create\channels.llb\DAQmx Create Virtual Channel.vi 
 
 
 
DAQmx Write.vi 
C:\Program Files\National Instruments\LabVIEW 
7.1\vi.lib\DAQmx\write.llb\DAQmx Write.vi 
 
 
 
DAQmx Start Task.vi 
C:\Program Files\National Instruments\LabVIEW 
7.1\vi.lib\DAQmx\configure\task.llb\DAQmx Start Task.vi 
 
 
 
DAQmx Clear Task.vi 
C:\Program Files\National Instruments\LabVIEW 
7.1\vi.lib\DAQmx\configure\task.llb\DAQmx Clear Task.vi 
 
 
 
DAQmx Create Channel (DO-Digital Output).vi 
C:\Program Files\National Instruments\LabVIEW 
7.1\vi.lib\DAQmx\create\channels.llb\DAQmx Create Channel (DO-Digital 
Output).vi 
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DAQmx Write (Digital Bool 1Line 1Point).vi 
C:\Program Files\National Instruments\LabVIEW 
7.1\vi.lib\DAQmx\write.llb\DAQmx Write (Digital Bool 1Line 1Point).vi 
 
Analog Output Sample Channel.vi 
 
Connector Pane 
 
Front Panel 
 
Controls and Indicators 
 
 
Setpnt switch 
 
 
Setpoint 2 
 
 
Setpoint 1 
 
 
Scaling Constant 
 
 
DAQmx Physical Channel 
 
 
Max Voltage maximum value specifies in units the maximum value you expect to 
measure. 
 
 
 
Setpoint 
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Block Diagram 
 
List of SubVIs and Express VIs with Configuration Information 
 
 
DAQmx Create Virtual Channel.vi 
C:\Program Files\National Instruments\LabVIEW 
7.1\vi.lib\DAQmx\create\channels.llb\DAQmx Create Virtual Channel.vi 
 
 
 
DAQmx Create Channel (AO-Voltage-Basic).vi 
C:\Program Files\National Instruments\LabVIEW 
7.1\vi.lib\DAQmx\create\channels.llb\DAQmx Create Channel (AO-Voltage-
Basic).vi 
 
 
 
DAQmx Write.vi 
C:\Program Files\National Instruments\LabVIEW 
7.1\vi.lib\DAQmx\write.llb\DAQmx Write.vi 
 
 
 
DAQmx Write (Analog DBL 1Chan 1Samp).vi 
C:\Program Files\National Instruments\LabVIEW 
7.1\vi.lib\DAQmx\write.llb\DAQmx Write (Analog DBL 1Chan 1Samp).vi 
 
 
 
DAQmx Start Task.vi 
C:\Program Files\National Instruments\LabVIEW 
7.1\vi.lib\DAQmx\configure\task.llb\DAQmx Start Task.vi 
 
 
 
DAQmx Is Task Done.vi 
C:\Program Files\National Instruments\LabVIEW 
7.1\vi.lib\DAQmx\configure\task.llb\DAQmx Is Task Done.vi 
 
 
 
DAQmx Clear Task.vi 
C:\Program Files\National Instruments\LabVIEW 
7.1\vi.lib\DAQmx\configure\task.llb\DAQmx Clear Task.vi 
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Gas Handler 2.vi 
 
Connector Pane 
 
Front Panel 
 
Controls and Indicators 
 
 
AO Array 2 
 
 
Cluster 
 
 
Setpnt switch 
 
 
Setpoint 2 
 
 
Setpoint 1 
 
 
String 
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Rate (sl/ccm) 
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Gas Flow 
 
 
Safety 
 
 
Process 
 
 
Vent 2 
 
 
Gas  Spike 
 
Block Diagram 
 
 
List of SubVIs and Express VIs with Configuration Information 
 
 
Analog Output Sample Channel.vi 
C:\SiC CVD\Control System\Control System MF2\Control Systems 
Programs\General Use\Analog Output Sample Channel.vi 
 
 
 
Digital Output Sample Channel.vi 
C:\SiC CVD\Control System\Control System MF2\Control Systems 
Programs\General Use\Digital Output Sample Channel.vi 
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Analog Input Sample Channel.vi 
C:\SiC CVD\Control System\Control System MF2\Control Systems 
Programs\General Use\Analog Input Sample Channel.vi 
  
Temperature Control.vi 
 
Connector Pane 
 
Front Panel 
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 Controls and Indicators 
 
 
Temp. Setpoint 2 
 
 
Temp. Setpoint 1 
 
 
Automatic  Ramp control 
 
 
Start 
 
 
Finish 
 
 
Rate [%/min] 
 
 
Manual RF Board Control 
 
 
Max RF Board Voltage 
 
 
Temperature Selector 
 
 
Auto/Manual 
 
 
Ridiculous Temperature 
 
 
Previous Temperature 
 
 
millisecond timer value 
 
 
RF ON 
 
 
Manual Mode Status 
 
 
Hold Mode Status 
 
 
Temp. Spike 
 
 
Pyrometer Reading 
 
 
Temp output cluster 
 
 
 
 
 
T [deg C] 
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Temp array 
 
 
millisecond timer value 
 
 
RF Output Voltage 
 
 
RF KW Power 
 
 
Board Voltage To RF 
 
 
K1 Status 
 
 
K2 Status 
Block Diagram 
 
 
 
List of SubVIs and Express VIs with Configuration Information 
 
 
Manual-Ramp Output %.vi 
C:\SiC CVD\Control System\Control System MF2\Control Systems 
Programs\Temperature Control\Manual-Ramp Output %.vi 
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PID Engine.vi 
C:\SiC CVD\Control System\Control System MF2\Control Systems 
Programs\Temperature Control\PID Engine.vi 
 
 
 
Analog Input Sample Channel.vi 
C:\SiC CVD\Control System\Control System MF2\Control Systems 
Programs\General Use\Analog Input Sample Channel.vi 
 
 
 
Digital Input Sample Channel.vi 
C:\SiC CVD\Control System\Control System MF2\Control Systems 
Programs\General Use\Digital Input Sample Channel.vi 
 
Manual-Ramp Output %.vi 
 
Connector Pane 
 
Front Panel 
 
Controls and Indicators 
 
 
Automatic  Ramp control 
 
 
Finish 
 
 
Start 
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Rate [%/min] 
 
 
Max RF  Voltage 
 
 
Manual RF Voltage 
 
 
Cycle Time 
 
 
output (%) Ramp output in percent (0 to 100). 
  
Block Diagram 
 
 
List of SubVIs and Express VIs with Configuration Information 
 
 
Ramp.vi 
C:\SiC CVD\Control System\Control System MF2\Control Systems 
Programs\Temperature Control\Ramp.vi 
  
Ramp.vi 
Setpoint ramp generator.  Output ramps linearly toward the setpoint at "Rate" percent per 
minute.  Sign (+ or -) of Rate determines polarity of ramp. 
 
Setpoint and output are expressed in percent.  Output can be forced to a desired value by 
setting Initialize to TRUE.  "Initial Value" is then written into the output.  Setting "Run" to 
FALSE makes the output hold at the last value.  Initialize overrides Run. 
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This VI should be called from inside a while loop with a fixed cycle time.  Note that the 
cycle time (part of the Tuning Parameters) is in seconds and MUST be supplied; control 
calibration depends on this value.  This VI is reentrant, so you can call it from multiple, 
independent higher-level VIs without interference. 
 
Connector Pane 
 
Front Panel 
 
Controls and Indicators 
 
 
setpoint (%) Ramp setpoint in percent.  Range:  0 to 100%. 
 
 
 
run (T) TRUE puts controller in "hold".  Output freezes. 
 
 
 
rate (%/min) Ramp rate in percent per minute.  Positive values ramp up. 
 
 
 
cycle time (sec) Cycle time of this controller, i.e., how often it is called by your 
process.  Note that this is in SECONDS.  Value will directly affect all tuning 
parameters, so don't mess this up! 
 
 
 
initialize TRUE forces output to Initial Output value.  FALSE is normal ramping 
operation. 
 
 
 
initial output (%) Force output to this value.  Range:  0 to 100%. 
 
 
 
output (%) Ramp output in percent (0 to 100). 
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Block Diagram 
 
 
PID Engine.vi 
 
Connector Pane 
 
Front Panel 
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 Controls and Indicators 
 
 
Ridiculous Temp 
 
 
Previous Temperature 
 
 
Temperature Setopint 
 
 
Auto/Manual TRUE selects automatic control (default), FALSE selects manual 
mode.  Bumpless transfer is used from manual mode to automatic control. 
 
 
 
manual control Control output value used when auto? is set to FALSE. 
 
 
 
RF ON 
 
 
Max RF Board Voltage 
 
 
Tuning Params 
 
 
Kc Proportional band in percent.  Range:  0 to 1000.  Controller GAIN is 
1/PB. 
 
 
 
Ti Integral i minutes per reset.  Enter zero to disable reset. 
 
 
 
Td Rate in minutes per repeat.  Enter zero to disable derivative action. 
 
 
 
cycle time (-1) Interval (in seconds) at which this VI is called; used in 
calculations.  If less than or equal to zero, an internal timer with 1 millisecond 
resolution is used. 
 
 
 
Temperature Spike 
 
 
T [deg C] 
 
 
Returned RF Board Volts 
 
 
Hold Mode Status 
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Block Diagram 
 
 
List of SubVIs and Express VIs with Configuration Information 
 
 
ModbusPyroRead_Logged.vi 
C:\SiC CVD\Control System\Control System MF2\Control Systems 
Programs\Temperature Control\ModbusPyroRead_Logged.vi 
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Analog Current Output Sample Channel.vi 
C:\SiC CVD\Control System\Control System MF2\Control Systems 
Programs\General Use\Analog Current Output Sample Channel.vi 
 
 
 
PID % to EGU.vi 
C:\Program Files\National Instruments\LabVIEW 
7.1\vi.lib\addons\control\pid\pid.llb\PID % to EGU.vi 
 
 
 
PID.vi 
C:\SiC CVD\Control System\Control System MF1\Control System 
Programs\PID\PID.vi 
 
 
 
PID EGU to %.vi 
C:\Program Files\National Instruments\LabVIEW 
7.1\vi.lib\addons\control\pid\pid.llb\PID EGU to %.vi 
 
 
 
PID EGU to % (DBL).vi 
C:\Program Files\National Instruments\LabVIEW 
7.1\vi.lib\addons\control\pid\pid.llb\PID EGU to % (DBL).vi 
 
 
 
PID % to EGU (DBL).vi 
C:\Program Files\National Instruments\LabVIEW 
7.1\vi.lib\addons\control\pid\pid.llb\PID % to EGU (DBL).vi 
  
ModbusPyroRead_Logged.vi 
VI let you communicatie via a serial inerface with Modbus instruments. 
 
PS.  No error checking is done in this version; Error clusters only implemented for future 
use - Users might implement this for their own needs... 
 
This VI is referenced to the Modicon Modbus Protocol as described in the Modicon 
Modbus Protocol Reference Guide PI-MBUS-300 rev. D 
 
This VI is only tested with a Eurotherm T103 unit controller but should alse work with any 
other Modbus Instrument. 
 
Maarten van Bree 
AIR Technical Automation 
info@air.nl 
 
Connector Pane 
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Front Panel 
 
Controls and Indicators 
 
 
Modbus slave address (1) 
 
 
Serial Port A string that uniquely identifies the resource to be opened and 
written to as well as read from. The grammar for the resource name is 
shown below.  Optional string segments are shown in square brackets ([]) 
 
Interface Syntax 
VXI              VXI[board]::VXI logical address[::INSTR] 
GPIB-VXI     GPIB-VXI[board]::VXI logical address[::INSTR] 
GPIB           GPIB[board]::primary address[::secondary address][::INSTR] 
Serial           ASRL[board][::INSTR] 
 
The following table shows the default value for optional string segments. 
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 Optional String Segments            Default Value 
board                                           0 
secondary address                       none 
 
The following table shows examples of address strings. 
 
Address String   Description 
VXI0::1               A VXI device at logical address 1 in VXI interface VXI0.
GPIB-VXI::9       A VXI device at logical address 9 in a GPIB-VXI controlled 
system. 
GPIB::5              A GPIB device at primary address 5. 
ASRL1               A serial device attached to interface ASRL1. 
 
 
 
Data Logging 
 
 
String send to device 
 
 
String received from device 
 
 
Calculated CRC CRC can be used inside the MBmaster VI for enhanced error 
checking. 
 
 
 
Chan.1 Current 
 
 
 
Chan.1 Temperature 
 
 
String 
 
 
String 2 
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Block Diagram 
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List of SubVIs and Express VIs with Configuration Information 
 
 
MBcrc.vi 
C:\SiC CVD\Control System\Control System MF2\Control Systems 
Programs\Temperature Control\MBcrc.vi 
 
 
 
Simple Error Handler.vi 
C:\Program Files\National Instruments\LabVIEW 
7.1\vi.lib\Utility\error.llb\Simple Error Handler.vi 
 
 
 
Write Characters To File.vi 
C:\Program Files\National Instruments\LabVIEW 7.1\vi.lib\Utility\file.llb\Write 
Characters To File.vi 
 
 
 
VISA Configure Serial Port 
C:\Program Files\National Instruments\LabVIEW 7.1\vi.lib\Instr\_visa.llb\VISA 
Configure Serial Port 
 
 
 
VISA Configure Serial Port (Instr).vi 
C:\Program Files\National Instruments\LabVIEW 7.1\vi.lib\Instr\_visa.llb\VISA 
Configure Serial Port (Instr).vi 
  
MBcrc.vi 
VI calculates CRC for Modbus protocol 
 
Connector Pane 
 
Front Panel 
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Controls and Indicators 
 
 
Data in: 
 
 
Device adress 
 
 
Data out: 
 
 
CRC When reading from a port this indicator displays the states of the lines in the 
port. The radix of the control is set to binary. Leading zeroes are not displayed. 
The rightmost digit represents the state of the least significant bit of the port. If a 
digit is set to 1 the state of the line is high. A 0 indicates a low state. 
 
Block Diagram 
 
Analog Current Output Sample Channel.vi 
 
Connector Pane 
 
Front Panel 
 
Controls and Indicators 
 
 
Setpnt switch 
 
 
Setpoint 2 
 Setpoint 1 
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Scaling Constant 
 
 
DAQmx Physical Channel 
 
 
Max Voltage maximum value specifies in units the maximum value you expect to 
measure. 
 
 
 
Setpoint 
Block Diagram 
 
List of SubVIs and Express VIs with Configuration Information 
 
 
DAQmx Create Virtual Channel.vi 
C:\Program Files\National Instruments\LabVIEW 
7.1\vi.lib\DAQmx\create\channels.llb\DAQmx Create Virtual Channel.vi 
 
 
 
DAQmx Write.vi 
C:\Program Files\National Instruments\LabVIEW 
7.1\vi.lib\DAQmx\write.llb\DAQmx Write.vi 
 
 
 
DAQmx Write (Analog DBL 1Chan 1Samp).vi 
C:\Program Files\National Instruments\LabVIEW 
7.1\vi.lib\DAQmx\write.llb\DAQmx Write (Analog DBL 1Chan 1Samp).vi 
 
 
 
DAQmx Start Task.vi 
C:\Program Files\National Instruments\LabVIEW 
7.1\vi.lib\DAQmx\configure\task.llb\DAQmx Start Task.vi 
 
 
 
DAQmx Is Task Done.vi 
C:\Program Files\National Instruments\LabVIEW 
7.1\vi.lib\DAQmx\configure\task.llb\DAQmx Is Task Done.vi 
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DAQmx Clear Task.vi 
C:\Program Files\National Instruments\LabVIEW 
7.1\vi.lib\DAQmx\configure\task.llb\DAQmx Clear Task.vi 
 
 
 
DAQmx Create Channel (AO-Voltage-Basic).vi 
C:\Program Files\National Instruments\LabVIEW 
7.1\vi.lib\DAQmx\create\channels.llb\DAQmx Create Channel (AO-Voltage-
Basic).vi 
  
PID.vi 
Revised 7-14-92; Added Cycle Time. 
 
A positional-algorithm PID Algorithm as described on page 164 of "Process Control 
Systems" by F.G. Shinskey (1988).  Rate action is on the process variable only.  Anti-reset 
windup and bumpless transfer are supported. 
 
This VI should be called from inside a while loop with a fixed cycle time.  If Cycle Time 
is less than or equal to zero, an internal timer with 1 millisecond resolution is used for 
calculations.  For loops that run faster than about 10 Hz, supply a cycle time in seconds. 
 
This VI is reentrant, so you can call it from multiple, independent higher-level VIs without 
interference. 
 
Setpoint, process variable, and output are all expressed in percent.  Reverse action (also 
called increase-decrease) is the "normal" controller mode where the output decreases if the 
process variable is higher than the setpoint. 
 
Switching from auto to manual is bumpless; the initial value of the Manual Output control 
is subtracted out so that is is really a "relative" output control.  Switching from manual to 
auto is also bumpless.  A bias tracking technique is used (see Shinskey, p. 138).  This 
method is effective for modest values of deviation, beyond which a proportional kick will 
occur. 
 
Switching to Hold causes the controller to ignore further changes in the process variable 
and suspends any integral action.  Thus, the output stays constant at the last value.  
Switching back in to Run may result in a proportional kick in the output.  No setpoint 
tracking is performed. 
 
Connector Pane 
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Front Panel 
 
Controls and Indicators 
 
 
hold (F) TRUE puts controller in "hold".  Reset action stops and the output 
freezes.  Bumpless transfer is used from run to hold. 
 
 
 
process variable (%) Process variable (the thing you are trying to control) in 
percent.  Range:  0 to 100%. 
 
 
 
setpoint (%) Process setpoint in percent.  Range:  0 to 100%. 
 
 
 
Tuning Params 
 
 
Kc Proportional band in percent.  Range:  0 to 1000.  Controller GAIN is 
1/PB. 
 
 
 
Ti Integral i minutes per reset.  Enter zero to disable reset. 
 
 
 
Td Rate in minutes per repeat.  Enter zero to disable derivative action. 
 
 
 
auto (T) TRUE selects automatic control, FALSE puts controller in manual.  
Bumpless transfer is used from automatic to manual. 
 
 
 
reverse acting (T) TRUE selects reverse (increase-decrease) action, the usual 
mode for controllers where the output goes down if the input is greater than the 
setpoint. 
 
 
 
manual out (±%) Manual output setting.  This is a "relative" percentage control. 
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Kd Influences loop stability.  Values between 10 and 20 are normal.  Lower 
values (>=1) result in slightly less stable systems, as a rule. 
 
 
 
cycle time (-1) Interval (in seconds) at which this VI is called; used in 
calculations.  If less than or equal to zero, an internal timer with 1 millisecond 
resolution is used. 
 
 
 
output (%) Output of control algorithm in percent (0-100). 
 
Block Diagram 
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MKS600Remote2.vi 
 
Connector Pane 
 
Front Panel 
 
Controls and Indicators 
 
 
Downstream Pressure/Position  Setpoint 
 
 
Analog  Setpoint Control 
 
 
Analog  Setpoint On/Off 
 
 
Softstart 
 
 
Analog  Scaling 
 
 
Learn 
 Zero 
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Stop 
 
 
A 
 
 
B 
 
 
C 
 
 
D 
 
 
E 
 
 
Open 
 
 
Close 
 
 
Pump Stop 
 
 
Pump Start 
 
 
Downstream Pressure Torr 
 
 
Pressure Output  Torr 
 
 
Position Output % 
 
 
Valve Closed 
 
 
Valve Open 
 
 
PLO#1  Status 
 
 
PLO#2  Status 
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Block Diagram 
 
List of SubVIs and Express VIs with Configuration Information 
 
 
Analog Output Sample Channel.vi 
C:\SiC CVD\Control System\Control System MF2\Control Systems 
Programs\General Use\Analog Output Sample Channel.vi 
 
 
 
Digital Output Sample Channel.vi 
C:\SiC CVD\Control System\Control System MF2\Control Systems 
Programs\General Use\Digital Output Sample Channel.vi 
 
 
 
Analog Input Sample Channel.vi 
C:\SiC CVD\Control System\Control System MF2\Control Systems 
Programs\General Use\Analog Input Sample Channel.vi 
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Digital Input Sample Channel.vi 
C:\SiC CVD\Control System\Control System MF2\Control Systems 
Programs\General Use\Digital Input Sample Channel.vi 
 
 
 
Purge Gas.vi 
 
Connector Pane 
 
Front Panel 
 
Controls and Indicators 
 
 
Auto Purge  Counter Previous 
 
 
Purge Out 
 
 
H2 Out 
 
 
Ar Out 
 
 
Auto Purge  Counter Next 
 
 
Auto Purge Out 
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Block Diagram 
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List of SubVIs and Express VIs with Config 
 
 
Digital Output Sample Channel.vi 
C:\SiC CVD\Control System\Control System MF2\Control Systems 
Programs\General Use\Digital Output Sample Channel.vi 
  
  
 
